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Although the questions are more difficult to
answer than they might seem, results of the study
do indicate that yes, the green schools are saving
energy and money. Results also indicate that there
is room for improvement, and the study identifies
where green schools are saving money and where
they are not. Key findings include the following:

Since this approach was largely new and
untested, few data were available to predict
the actual energy performance of the pilot
program schools. As a result, MRET provided
funding to document the post-occupancy energy
consumption of 15 of the 18 pilot schools. This
report:

• All the green schools and most of the standard
schools are outperforming the state’s energy
code. This outcome, although unexpected, is
excellent news for Massachusetts.
• The median green school outperforms a school
built to code (the 3rd quartile of standard
schools, or those with the lowest performance)
by 15% in terms of dollars saved for total
energy use per square foot. This translates into
$33,000 total saved per year.2

• documents the actual energy performance of

the 15 green schools and

• compares it to (1) projections of energy

performance developed prior to construction
and (2) 15 “standard” schools1 constructed
during the same time period.

1.1. ARE GREEN SCHOOLS SAVING
ENERGY?
The primary questions this study attempts to
answer are, “Are these green schools actually
saving energy and money?” and “If so, how
much?”

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

he Massachusetts Renewable Energy
Trust launched the Green Schools
Initiative (GSI) in 2001 as a pilot
program in collaboration with the Department
of Education and later the Massachusetts School
Building Authority as a way to improve upon the
construction and performance of public school
buildings. The agencies sought to create green
schools that provide healthy and productive
learning environments while conserving energy
and utilizing renewable resources. From 2001
to 2006, 18 public school construction projects,
including additions and renovations, participated
in the program to design buildings that conserve
natural resources, optimize natural daylight
into the classrooms, use their sites efficiently
and effectively, provide excellent indoor air
quality and acoustics, and operate under policies
that promote environmental conservation and
health. Additionally, and most importantly from
MRET’s perspective, the buildings were designed
to save at least 20% on their energy bills over a
school built to Massachusetts code.

1

Standard School – A school constructed during the same time period
as the Pilot Phase that did not seek to achieve green building goals and
did not receive green-school-related funding from MRET or MSBA.

2

When comparing schools of the same size and using $.01/kBTU for
fuel and $.03/kBTU for electricity. The green schools in this study
are on average 16% larger than the standard schools, meaning they
may have savings per square foot but have higher utility bills in total.
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• The median green school spends 6% less on
electricity and 30% less on fuel3 than a school
built to code, again when comparing usage per
square foot.
• Revealingly, the median green school saves
19% on fuel costs and spends 3% more on
electricity over the median standard school.
This surprising result on electricity use may be
due to a number of factors, described below.

1.2. METHODS AND CHALLENGES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Comparing the Green Schools to their Energy
Models
An obvious method for evaluating performance is
to compare a school’s energy model to its actual
energy use. Participating schools that qualified
under the GSI were identified by comparing
a computer-generated energy usage model of
the school (as designed) to a similar computer
model that simulates the same school built
merely to satisfy the state’s energy code. The
difference between the models gets reported as a
relative savings, and, by requirement of the GSI,
these savings must meet or exceed a minimum
threshold of 20%.
While these simulated savings are a guideline,
the model inputs depend on a number of
complexities, and many times the model
represents most but not all of the schools’
energy use. In fact, due to plug loads, changes
in scheduled use, and even weather patterns,
computer simulations rarely replicate exactly the
energy use of the actual buildings. As a result, the
as-designed models and actual energy bills cannot
be expected to match.
Comparing the Green Schools to the
Standard Schools
Given the above situation with models and actual
energy use, comparing green schools to standard
schools built during the same time period might
3

Throughout this report, fuel refers to the source of heat within a
building, namely natural gas or oil. For the purposes of this study,
fuel use does not include electricity.
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seem to be a better comparison. However, while
the comparison of green schools to standard
schools is very useful, it does not directly answer
the savings questions. Schools are built to a variety
of specifications and operated in various ways.
Most standard schools have efficient lighting
similar to green schools, and many have heating
systems as efficient as those of green schools.
Therefore, a conventional approach, such as a
median-to-median comparison, is a valuable
method but provides an incomplete picture.
Comparing the Schools to a National
Benchmark
The Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA)
ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager Tool allows
a user to compare the performance of a building
to a national scoring system based on inputs
that include energy bills, general schedules, and
square footage. The scores allow for a point of
comparison between schools, however, because
Portfolio Manager is just a rough tool to compare
a building’s performance with a national database,
the results cannot be used to draw sophisticated
conclusions. We concluded that energy models
are a much more effective tool for analysis.
A Combined Approach to Assessing Energy
Savings
To answer the question of how much energy
green schools are saving, this study combines
the above approaches to look more closely at the
reality of the schools’ energy performance.
In our evaluation, we examined the energy bills
and simulation models of 15 green schools and
the energy bills of 15 standard schools that had
all been in operation for at least 1 year. All of
the green schools plus 5 of the standard schools
were visited to examine building systems and
how they operate. Logging meters were placed
in the 20 visited schools to record temperature,
relative humidity, and light schedules. Energy
consumption was collected from the utilities,
and other data were collected from interviewing
school operators. Models were adjusted to account
for actual square footage, number of heating

degree days, actual school schedule, impact of any
photovoltaic electric or other renewable system,
and impact of “unregulated” loads such as plugin equipment and outdoor lighting. All energy
use was standardized into kBTU per square foot4
and kBTU per student. We furthermore rated the
schools using ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager.
By adjusting the models, visiting and metering the
schools, and interviewing school personnel, we
were able to create an evaluation method that fairly
represents the performance of each school, thereby
allowing us to compare schools to their models, to
each other, and to the national benchmark. The
combined results are described below.

amount of electricity over standard schools,
however, the reason why many of the standard
schools actually use less electricity is not precisely
known. Several contributing factors are posited:
• The 3% difference at the median is well
within variation in the data (meaning that
the difference may be due to chance rather
than specific approaches that were or were not
employed).
• Energy recovery units in the green schools
consume electricity to run fans to save heating fuel.
• In the 5 standard schools visited, lighting
loggers showed roughly 15% fewer hours of use
than the green schools.
Green Schools and Simulation-Code Models

Green Schools Compared to Standard
Schools

The green schools use 19% less heating fuel than a
simulation-code model. This is less than the 31%
predicted by the as-designed energy models for these
schools. The reasons for the difference include:

As stated above, the results show that green schools
look very similar to the more-efficient standard
schools but are clearly better than the less-efficient
standard schools. Across the board, the green
schools used less heating fuel than standard schools,
but their relative usage of electricity varied from
less when compared to the 3rd quartile of standard
schools to more when compared to the median.
• The median fuel use for the green schools is
34 kBTU/sf, which is 19% less than the 42
kBTU/sf median for the standard schools and
30% less than the baseline standard school.
• The unadjusted electricity use of the green
schools was between 20 and 30
kBTU/sf/yr, with a median use of 26—about
6% less than the 3rd quartile of standard
schools (27.6 kBTU) and 3% more than the
median standard school (25.2 kBTU/sf/yr).
• Based on average values, the green schools use
25% less heating fuel than the standard schools
but 5% more electricity.
As mentioned earlier, there are reasons why the
green schools were not expected to save a significant
kBTU/sf = 1,000 BTUs/square foot of building area, where BTU
is a British Thermal Unit, a standard measure of heat.
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• Simulation models are inherently different than
the schools actually built and operated.
• High-efficiency condensing boilers (commonly
used in green schools) only operate at highest
efficiency under specific conditions. Because
these conditions may not occur continuously
in all schools, not all predicted savings are
realized. For instance, Green School 1 (GS-1
in the charts) showed higher than anticipated
boiler temperatures, indicating that peak boiler
efficiency is not fully achieved.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.3. RESULTS

• Most schools were modeled to operate at 70oF
during occupied hours; however, observed
temperatures averaged 72oF.
As noted above, the unadjusted median electricity
use of these green schools was between 20 and 30
kBTU/sf/yr with a median use of 26
kBTU/sf/yr. To compare values with the models, we
use an adjusted modeled value. The adjusted median
electricity use for the green schools is 27 kBTU/sf/yr.
This is 10% less than the code model but 12% more
than the as-designed model predictions. Again, the
main reason for the discrepancy is that the models
are designed primarily to simulate fans and lighting,
with only coarse estimates for other loads. Much of

3

the miscellaneous loads are modeled to shut off at
night, while, in reality, many loads (including milk
coolers, vending machines, lights, and computers)
remain on for 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Green Schools and Portfolio Manager
ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager is an energy
management tool that can track and assess energy
and water consumption during select periods
for an individual building; it creates a score for
the building that can be compared to a national
database of similar buildings. Schools must have
a score of 75 or higher to qualify for ENERGY
STAR recognition. In this study, 4 green schools
and 7 standard schools qualified, using EPA’s
updated February 2009 version. The average score
of all schools in the study is 64; the average of
the green schools is 66.6 and the average of the
standard schools is 62. These findings have only
limited utility as a rough indicator of performance
because the Portfolio Manager Tool is not
sophisticated enough to account for nuances in
school operation or design.

1.4. ENERGY-SAVING STEPS
While the green schools have been saving energy,
this study identifies a variety of steps that all
school facility managers and school committees
can take to maximize their energy savings in
building and operating a school:
• Use modeling as a tool. Computer simulation

models are used to predict how various options
will work in a school, thus helping designers
and communities choose among those options.
However, a model does not predict future energy
bills with certainty for several reasons. While a
model may not be perfect, it can be a valuable
tool in assessing equipment choices and in setting
operational policies. Like any type of simulation
tool, the more accurate the data on operational
behavior and schedules, the more accurate the
simulation. We recommend working closely
with the architectural or engineering firm
modeling your school to ensure that the model
captures your school’s operational data as closely

4

as possible. Remember that schedule changes
and weather patterns affect the actual energy
consumption of the occupied building.
• Control plug loads. Plug loads (such as

computers, audio visual equipment, vending
machines, and cafeteria equipment) can be
substantial, particularly if they are not well
controlled. We recommend controlling these
loads by purchasing efficient equipment and
controlling its operation. Schools can control
the operation of this equipment by employing
sleep setbacks for computers (e.g., using
public domain software such as EZGPO,
distributed by EPA on www.energystar.gov/
powermanagement), by controlling vending
machines’ energy loads with software included
in most vending machines or after-market
occupancy sensors, and by shutting off other
equipment when not in use.

• Maximize the efficiency of your lighting

equipment. All of the green and standard
schools visited use efficient fluorescent lights
that save as much as 30% over lighting
installed as recently as 5 to 10 years ago.
Given that the products are already efficient,
designers should look at different combinations
of lamps and ballasts to see how they affect
costs, efficiencies, lamp lives, and light levels.
Because lighting efficiency continues to
improve significantly, we recommend that
schools engage the lighting professionals on
their design teams to evaluate the various
combinations and take advantage of utility
incentives, where available, to find the best
choices.
• Control lighting. Two measures used

in green schools to control lighting are
occupancy sensors and daylight harvesting. We
recommend occupancy sensors to reap savings
during lunch time and idle periods when many
rooms are unoccupied. It is worth noting that
some standard schools achieve the same savings
at lower cost by manually turning off lights.
We also observed some occupancy sensors that
either may have been set to be insensitive to

lack of movement or set to long delays so that
they rarely shut lights off during the day. Daylight
harvesting involves wiring lights so that the row
of lights nearest a window can be dimmed when
sufficient daylight enters the space. While it is an
appealing technology, the payback period is long.
Also, we observed blinds that were drawn on
sunny days, reducing the predicted savings. As an
alternative, we recommend the no-cost alternative
of separately switching the row of lights nearest
the windows. The teacher can turn these lights
off during bright days, saving some energy at no
additional cost.
• Enable trend analysis in EMSs. Energy

• Monitor boiler performance. Boiler efficiency

can vary greatly with firing rate and the
temperature of water returning to the boiler. We
recommend that schools monitor the boiler water
temperature, the heat delivered by the boilers, and
the sub-metered gas used by the boilers. This will
give the school real-time performance data and
help ensure that additional boiler expenditures are
justified.

taking full advantage of temperature
control and trending. It appears that many
areas in schools are overheated. Even
control errors of a few degrees can create
discomfort and can increase fuel use by
10% or more. Average temperatures in
the occupied schools were 72°F (70°F in
the gymnasiums), which is higher than
anticipated in the model.

• Use training as a tool. We recommend

that all facility managers and their teams
be trained on the correct operation and
maintenance of equipment. The proper
knowledge of systems and equipment will
enable building maintenance staff to assess
and correct any problems that may occur.
Rigorous training, therefore, becomes a tool
to improve building performance.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

management systems (EMSs) in the green schools
in this report are not set to gather and hold data,
a practice commonly referred to as trending. Staffs
at many of the schools appear to have only a basic
understanding of their EMS. We recommend
that all schools develop the ability to trend data in
their EMS and that the data be captured in such
a way that trends in performance and energy use
can be easily identified, particularly with regard to
performance degradation.

• Control temperature. We recommend

• Monitor daily or hourly gas use. We

recommend that a school consider installing a
recording gas meter capable of logging hourly use.
Hourly gas data can help identify inefficiencies
and problems. For example, if night use is much
higher than modeled, this might indicate that
outdoor air dampers were left open at night
in error or that night setback controls are not
working correctly.

5
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his report describes a post-occupancy
study of the energy use of 15 public
schools constructed between 2001
and 2006 that participated in the Green
Schools Initiative (GSI). This study compares
the energy performance of green schools to
projections of energy performance developed
prior to construction. The energy performance
of 15 standard schools constructed during
the same period is also investigated and
is compared to the green schools. Three
comparisons are made:
with 15 standard schools.

• Energy use of green schools compared

with their as-designed model.

• Energy use of green schools compared

with their base energy code model.

In addition to discussing the assessments listed
above, this report illustrates the amount of
gas, oil, and electricity used by green schools
and the mechanisms the schools employ to
save energy versus standard schools and versus
energy codes. The report examines the results
of the models used in the green schools’
design and where the models may not match
the actual schools. The report then makes
recommendations for designing and operating
schools.
To preserve the anonymity of individual
schools, schools are designated by a code in
the charts and tables throughout the report.
The schools were randomly numbered GS-1
through GS-15 for green schools and S-1
through S-15 for standard schools.

Green schools are designed to provide healthy
and productive learning environments, while also
conserving energy and using renewable resources.
MRET partnered with the Massachusetts Department
of Education (DOE) to launch GSI as a pilot program
in 2001.
The primary goal of the GSI pilot was to develop
high-performance green school standards applicable
to Massachusetts, with the intention of having these
guidelines adopted by the DOE for all new schools in
the state. In July 2004, the Massachusetts Legislature
created the Massachusetts School Building Authority
(MSBA), which assumed oversight and financing
responsibilities for school construction from the
DOE. MRET and MSBA are currently partners in the
Green Schools Initiative.
GSI pilot participants were required to design
and build to green building criteria. The selected
criteria included the original high-performance
school guidelines from California (Collaborative for
High-Performance Schools, or CHPS), the national
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) guidelines, and developmental versions of the
Massachusetts CHPS Guidelines that were available
when the school was designed. Sixteen schools were
selected as pilot projects and received design and
construction grants totaling approximately $10
million. In addition, four schools that did not receive
GSI funding were certified as high-performance green
schools. For a list of the schools included in this study,
see Figure 6 on p.16.

INTRODUCTION & METHODS

• Energy use of green schools compared

2.1. BACKGROUND
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One product of the GSI’s pilot phase was the
MRET-funded development of the Massachusetts
Collaborative for High-Performance Schools
Green Schools Guidelines (the MA-CHPS
Guidelines). The MA-CHPS Guidelines are now
a nationally recognized standard for green school
design in northern climates and have been used
as a model for similar standards throughout the
Northeast (NE-CHPS) and in New York State
(NY-CHPS).
In September 2006, the MSBA board of
directors approved new regulations for school
construction in Massachusetts that included
optional provisions for schools to become verified
as high-performance green schools using the
MA-CHPS Guidelines. These regulations also
provide financial incentives from the MSBA
for the schools to become MA-CHPS verified.
MSBA will award qualifying communities up to
an additional 2% of the approved, eligible project
costs for verified high-performance green schools.

2.2. METHODOLOGY
Fifteen green schools that were operating for at
least 1 year (listed in Figure 6) were selected by
MRET for this post-occupancy study. They were
the first schools to participate in the GSI, using
funding from MRET and DOE/MSBA. During
the study, one of the 15 schools was dropped from
several of the comparisons because its electrical
meters were unreliable.
2.2.1. Site Surveys
We gathered one year’s worth of electricity, gas/
oil, and water data from the schools and the utility
companies—in most cases from July 2006 to June
2007. If energy data during that time frame were
unavailable—or if that time frame did not reflect

the building’s typical energy performance—a
different 12-month period was used. Where data
sets did not match expected usage, we took further
steps to ensure that energy data provided by the
schools reflected only energy used at that school
and excluded other city buildings and fields.
Where available, we also reviewed detailed interval
data from utility companies. For several schools
where gas data were incomplete, we estimated
gas usage for missing periods based on (1) the
available gas use data and (2) the weather patterns
during the periods where the gas data were
available5 for existing records. Where electric data
seemed incomplete, we inquired whether any
school meters were not accounted for in the data
provided.
The key pieces of data collected for each school
from schools, utilities, MSBA, modelers, and
other sources are:
• Energy (e.g., electric and gas/oil usage) and

water use data.

• Building attributes:
ǹ

Area in square feet

ǹ

kBTU6 per square foot, per year

ǹ

Number of students

ǹ

kBTU per student, per year

ǹ

Number of computers

ǹ

Percentage of space heated and cooled

• Operational characteristics (e.g., scheduling

intensity/operating hours, summer activity).

• Energy model inputs/outputs.
• As-built plans.
• Efficiency reports.7
• Commissioning reports.8

5
Gas use was normalized by Heating Degree Day. A heating degree day refers to the difference between the average outside temperature day
and a reference value of 65°F. For example a day with an average temperature of 60°F had a heating load of 5 degree days.
6

kBTU stands for thousand British thermal units (BTU), and is a measure of energy consumption. BTU is a standard unit for measuring
the quantity of heat needed to raise the temperature of 1 pound of water by 1° Fahrenheit.
7
8

Efficiency reports were developed by utilities based on model results and school applications for efficiency rebates.

Commissioning reports were developed after an inspection of building equipment, and included brief analyses of equipment such as
furnaces and HVAC systems.
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To gather data directly from the schools, we
conducted phone interviews with school facility
managers, administrative staff members, and
information technology staff members. We
conducted quality assurance reviews of these data
in an effort to ensure accuracy. For instance, staff
members identified electricity loads behind the
meter 9 to confirm whether external lighting (such
as field and parking lighting) was measured by the
school energy meter.
We performed site visits at 15 green schools and 5
standard schools. Each site visit lasted from 2 to 4
hours. During the visits we examined the school
and met with facility managers to:
model assumptions.

• Gain more details on space attributes, square

footage, number of computers, computer
settings, number of students, operating
schedules, lighting density, and equipment
problems since construction.

• Match electricity loads to meter readings

(outdoor lights, field lights, etc.).

During the site visits, we deployed three meters
to track temperature, relative humidity, and light
levels (typically in a classroom, the gym and the
cafeteria) for from 1 to 3 weeks. We used the
data collected to verify temperature settings and
that the occupancy sensors were functioning. In
some instances, we used the data as the basis for
recommending areas where energy could be saved.
Spot measurements were also taken of CO2 levels,
lighting levels, and temperature. Light densities
were calculated for several representative spaces.

2.2.2. Comparison with Standard Schools
We first compared the green schools’ energy
performance to the energy performance of
standard schools built during the same 2001–
2006 period. Fifteen standard schools were
selected from a list of 25 provided by the MSBA.
Schools were selected based on the availability
of energy usage data and on distribution across
elementary, middle, and high schools comparable
to the distribution of the green schools included
in the study. Five of the 15 standard schools were
visited and site data were collected. Site visits at
green and standard schools enabled the study staff
to identify trends in equipment installation. The
green schools are referred to as GS-1 to GS-15,
and the standard schools are referred to as S-1 to
S-15 in most figures.
2.2.3. Evaluation of Energy Models
A second step was to compare actual energy use
to that calculated by the energy models developed
during the design of the schools. As part of
the CHPS requirement, engineers developed
energy models based on the building design to
demonstrate energy savings of at least 20% versus
the energy use expected from complying with the
state energy code. For each school, two models
were created in the school’s design phase:

INTRODUCTION & METHODS

• Confirm that installed equipment matched

Schools were visited a second time to collect
meters and ask follow-up questions. Inputs and
outputs of models, as-built plans, efficiency
reports, and commissioning reports were also
collected.

• A code model that simulated the school’s

energy use if built to just meet the minimum
requirements of the Massachusetts Energy
Code.10

• An as-designed model developed during

9

Behind-the-meter electricity loads are the electric loads that
contribute to a specific utility meter. In some instances buildings
can have more than one meter, and it is important to understand
which loads contribute to each meter in order to assess the make
up of metered energy use.
10

Massachusetts State Building Code, Energy Conservation,
Chapter 13.

the construction phase for each school that
represented the school’s energy performance
based on the architectural design and
equipment selection.

Modeled energy performance was projected by
the schools’ designers based on a series of preconstruction assumptions. In addition, energy

9

models typically address “regulated” loads such
as indoor lighting, heating and cooling, and
ventilation; they typically do not fully consider
“unregulated” loads (such as computers, external
lighting, kitchen equipment, and other loads not
attached to the building shell). Some of these
loads are estimated roughly in the models, while
others are not addressed at all. Upon reviewing
these models, we determined that, as expected,
adjustments were necessary to ensure that the
models reflected the building as built.11 We used
information from site visits and phone interviews
to adjust the models as follows:

INTRODUCTION & METHODS

• Replaced the modeled anticipated square

footage with the actual as-built square footage
of the building in model calculations.

• Adjusted models to represent actual number of

Heating Degree Days (HDD) that occurred for
the period covered by energy bills.

• Corrected model output to reflect actual

equipment installed in the school (e.g., lighting
intensity, boiler efficiency).

• Added actual loads that contributed to the

overall meter reading reflected on utility bills
(e.g., adjust model to include parking light
load if the school meter includes parking light
use in the energy data).

• Adjusted model to actual school schedule (e.g.,

reflect true schedule if model assumptions
did not include late-night basketball games
or evening adult education classes regularly
scheduled at the school).

• Added electricity generated by a school’s solar

PV systems (and by emergency generator
testing) to accurately reflect electricity used at
the site.

• Examined plug loads (such as personal

computers and vending machines) to correct
the models’ simulation of these loads. These
corrections were very basic and did not reflect
detailed audits or metering.

11

We expected necessary model changes because models focused
on building shells and HVAC systems and did not include
unregulated loads.

10

• Added outdoor lighting loads and kitchen

equipment to the model where they were
not included.

We also reviewed model assumptions across
modeling companies, including lighting density,
ventilation rates, space cooling, and pump use.
Model assumptions caused significant variance in
projected energy use in different schools. A 2001
Massachusetts Energy Code upgrade also caused
some variation in the energy savings projected
by the as-designed model compared to the code
model for schools modeled before and after the
code upgrade.
We evaluated these models, or equivalent
calculations where models were not available, to
project energy savings above code for 14 of the
15 green schools. We were unable to perform a
comparison for one school because energy data
were unavailable. In our evaluation, we compared
the model outputs of predicted energy use with
actual energy use, particularly electricity and
fuel use.
We compared energy intensity per square foot and
per student based on energy bills. We reviewed
site and source gas, oil, and electric data across
all schools and by school type (elementary,
middle, high school). We calculated water use
on a per-student and per-square-foot basis. In
addition, we benchmarked the schools by entering
energy data usage for all 30 schools into the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s)
ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager Tool. This
tool generates a benchmarking score from 0–100
based on space attributes, operating hours, and
energy usage, comparing energy use against
schools in a national database. The ENERGY
STAR® benchmarking score provided another
point of comparison between green and
standard schools.

F

The MA-CHPS Guidelines rate performance
in six critical areas, with points assigned to each
category (Figure 1).

3.1. HOW ENERGY EFFICIENCY RELATES
TO MA-CHPS REQUIREMENTS
To qualify as a green school, a design must meet
certain energy-related requirements and rate
at least 30 of 89 possible points, and 34 of 89
to qualify for additional funding (of which 14
points can be earned through energy efficiency
and 11 can be earned through renewable
energy). Additional points can be earned in
areas that indirectly impact energy use, such as
minimal building footprint and outdoor lighting
that avoids light pollution. It is important to
remember that CHPS guidelines are holistic
and include minimum thresholds to attain
energy related benefits in addition to minimum
thresholds that focus on achieving non-energy
related benefits.
The minimum energy requirements are shown in
Figure 2 on p.13.

To meet the minimum energy-efficiency
requirements (Energy Prerequisite 4 or EP 4) and
to earn additional points, schools can use one of
the following methods.
• Performance Approach. Model the school

using LEED energy savings calculations
protocol to show that the school will achieve
less energy cost than a Massachusetts
energy code minimum building (20% is the
minimum), regulated loads only. (All of the
schools in this study met the requirements by
using the performance-based approach.)

• Prescriptive Approach. Demonstrate

compliance with EP 4 by incorporating the
prescriptive package of energy
conservation measures.

Therefore, a green school is required to be at
least 20% more efficient than the minimum
construction standard specified by the code
model. As described later in this report, this level
of performance delivers operating savings and
requires additional expenditure at the time of
construction. Overall, however, the CHPS points
related to energy efficiency account for only 14 of
89 points (or nearly 16%) of the possible total.

ABOUT THE GREEN SCHOOLS

or the purposes of this study, a green school
is a school built to meet the requirements
of the Green Schools Initiative (GSI).
Under the initiative, participants were required to
design and build to a green building standard. The
selected standards included a high-performance
school standard from California (the Collaborative
for High-Performance Schools, or CHPS), the
national Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) guidelines, and the Massachusetts
CHPS Guidelines that became available when
the school was being designed. MSBA awards
qualifying communities up to an additional 2%
of the approved, eligible project costs for verified
high-performance green schools.

If a school designer decides to attain all 14 energyefficiency points, the school would still need to
earn an additional 20 points in renewable and
non-energy categories to meet the MA-CHPS
verification threshold and receive the full 2%
reimbursement incentive from the MSBA.
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3.2. NON-ENERGY, NON-MONETARY
BENEFITS OF BUILDING GREEN
While this study focuses entirely on the energy
and monetary benefits of the green schools, many
of the non-monetary benefits are not examined
or accounted for (including daylighting, indoor
health, and regional environmental benefits).
In short, there are many other reasons to build
a green school beyond energy consumption
reduction and energy bill benefits.

ABOUT THE GREEN SCHOOLS

3.3. GREEN SCHOOLS VERSUS
STANDARD SCHOOLS
At a minimum, a green school must show that it
is designed to use 20% less energy than a school
built to the minimum building energy code. This
is not a comparison to standard schools since
most schools are not built to the bare minimum
code, and it is not a true comparison to a school
constructed to code. Instead, it is a comparison
with a computer model approximation of such
a school.

So how does a green school compare with a
standard school not constructed with the CHPS
system in mind? There is no single answer because
standard schools are built by communities
across the Commonwealth with varying budgets
and goals, and they are designed by different
architectural and engineering firms with different
standards of practice and experience. In general,
green schools are built to a clear goal of 20%
savings or greater. Standard schools, however, are
built to varying goals that certainly include cost
effectiveness, but such schools are not focused on
the green energy-efficiency goal. Thus, we would
expect that the energy use of standard schools
varies more widely than green schools, and this is
true for heating fuel use.

FIGURE 1: POINTS FOR MA-CHPS CATEGORIES

CATEGORY

POSSIBLE
POINTS

DESCRIPTION

environmentally responsible site
selection and site development
efficient fixtures, conservation, and
Water
rainwater harvesting
superior energy efficiency and
Energy
performance plus renewable energy use
product selection, construction
Materials
management, and recycling
Indoor Environmental fresh air, comfort, excellent lighting,
Quality
good acoustics, etc.
planning, on-going maintenance,
Policies and Operations
purchasing practices, etc.
Site

TOTAL

12

16
5
25
13
22
8

89

FIGURE 2. MA-CHPS
ENERGY-RELATED PREREQUISITES
Zero use of CFC-based refrigerants
in all building Heating Ventilating
EP 1.
Air Conditioning & Refrigeration
(HVAC&R) systems.

Electrical Systems
Mechanical Systems
Plumbing Systems
Training is the foundation of effective
maintenance programs and is an essential
tool to protect indoor air quality and
maintain superior energy performance.

3.4.1. Energy Simulation Models
Energy efficiency is projected using DOE2-based
simulation models. Because the requirement is to
model regulated loads only, the actual savings—
especially for electricity—would be much lower
because the portion of electricity consumed by
non-regulated loads would not be included.
Also, although the models are very detailed, they
may not fully represent the school’s energy use
because of differences in how the school is actually
built, how the school is operated, and normal
inaccuracies in most computer models.
3.4.2. Funding for Energy
Efficiency Measures
Schools located in investor-owned utility service
territories generally pursue utility efficiency
funding. Utilities offer two types of rebates:
• Prescriptive rebates, in which they pay a set

amount for a given technology (e.g., $10 for
each efficient electronic ballast installed).

Facility Staff Training: Facility staff
must receive training and operation and
maintenance documentation on the
building systems identified below:

• Custom rebates, in which the school or a

Electrical Systems

For custom rebates, the savings are usually based
on a single measure; however, there may be some
calculation of interaction among measures if
multiple rebates are requested.

EP 3. Mechanical Systems

Plumbing Systems
Teacher/Administrative Staff Training:
Teachers, administrators, and support staff
must be offered training on operations of
lighting, heating, and cooling systems in
classrooms, offices, gyms, auditoriums etc.
A User’s Guide, explaining basic systems
operations, should be developed and
posted in each room of the school.
Exceed the MA Building Energy Code
(780 CMR Chapter 13) by 20% on an
EP 4. energy cost basis in accordance with either
the Performance-based OR the Prescriptive
approaches defined below.

contractor calculates savings and the utility
grants a rebate on a case-by-case basis.

ABOUT THE GREEN SCHOOLS

Implement ALL of the following
fundamental best practice commissioning
procedures:
Engage an independent, third-party
commissioning agent. The agent may
be hired by the owner, the owner’s
project manager, or by the Massachusetts
EP 2. School Building Authority (MSBA). The
commissioning agent will be responsible
for commissioning the following critical
building systems.

3.4. HOW ENERGY EFFICIENCY IS
CONSIDERED UNDER GREEN SCHOOL
DESIGN

Although schools located in municipal utility
territories may not be eligible for a utility energyefficiency rebate, they would calculate the cost
benefits in a manner similar to the way that
schools calculate savings for custom rebates.
Typically, the school committee, the owner’s
project manager, or some other stakeholder
chooses the measures that appear cost effective
and then makes a recommendation to local
funding authorities (and, in some cases, state
funding authorities).
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3.4.3. Examples of Building Simulation
Modeling

not be subject to the CHPS 20% minimum
energy savings requirement. Nevertheless, based
on cost effectiveness and contributions from
investor-owned utilities and the normal cost share
of the MSBA, these municipalities may choose to
pursue a variety of energy-efficiency measures.

A model was used to simulate the green schools’
energy use before construction (Figure 3 and
Figure 4, on the following page). Modelers input
data describing school dimensions, materials, and
equipment. The simulation model then showed:

Municipalities not pursuing the 20% or greater
goal make this decision in a variety of ways,
including simple payback, return on investment
(ROI), and non-energy factors (such as indoor air
quality, ease of maintenance, and reliability).

• How the school would react to different

weather occurrences.

• The amount of gas, oil, and electricity it would

ABOUT THE GREEN SCHOOLS

use by the hour, day, month, and year.

These examples are output from these computer
models. While a skilled modeler can simulate
much of a school’s operation, no model can
depict real conditions with 100% accuracy.

3.6. SCHOOLS SELECTED FOR THE
POST-OCCUPANCY STUDY
Figure 5 shows the locations of the 30 schools
examined in this study.

3.5. HOW ENERGY EFFICIENCY IS
CONSIDERED UNDER STANDARD
SCHOOL DESIGN

The green building guidelines to which each
school was built varied. Of the 15 green schools
selected for review under this study, 14 were
included in all comparisons and 1 was removed
because of faulty electrical meters.

Municipalities that choose not to pursue green
school design funding would calculate savings,
costs, and paybacks in a manner similar to those
who are pursuing such funding, but they would

FIGURE
3. SIMULATION
OUTPUT EXAMPLE
FIGURE
3. EXAMPLEMODEL
OF SIMULATION
MODEL 1OUTPUT

GAS USE BY HOUR AND MONTH
5,000,000

Jan
Feb

4,500,000
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Gas Usage (BTU)

4,000,000

Apr
May

3,500,000

Jun
Jul

3,000,000

Aug
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2,000,000

Nov
Dec

1,500,000
1,000,000
500,000
0
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FIGURE 4. SIMULATION MODEL OUTPUT EXAMPLE 2
Modeled Monthly Gas Use: School GS-1
2,000,000
1,800,000

Gas Use (BTU)

1,600,000
1,400,000
1,200,000
1,000,000
800,000
400,000
200,000
0

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

FIGURE 5. POST-OCCUPANCY STUDY SCHOOLS
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600,000

15

The 15 standard schools chosen for use in
comparisons are also depicted in Figure 5.
Energy bills from these 15 standard schools were
reviewed, and 5 schools were visited.
General information for the 29 schools is listed
alphabetically in Figure 6. As mentioned in
Section 2.1, the tables and figures documenting

building performance reference the schools by
number: GS-1 through GS-15 for the green
schools, and S-1 through S-15 for standard
schools. Schools GS-1 through GS-15 and S-1
through S-15 are not listed alphabetically, so as to
not to reveal the schools’ identities.

ABOUT THE GREEN SCHOOLS

FIGURE 6. SCHOOLS EXAMINED IN THE STUDY
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SCHOOL

TOWN

TYPE

GREEN /
STANDARD

CONSTRUCTION NEW /
YEAR
RENOVATED

SQ FT SCHOOL

STUDENTS

Alcott
Ambrose
Ashland
Berkshire
Blackstone
Brown
Butler
Capuano
Carroll
Dedham
Framingham
Great Falls/
Turners Falls
Holten-Richmond
Littleton
MATCH
Medway
Melrose Veterans
Milton
Nissitissit
Normadin
North Andover
Oxford
Roosevelt
Thoreau
Wachusett
Whitman-Hanson
William Stanley
Williamstown
Woburn

Concord
Winchester
Ashland
Great Barrington
Upton
Peabody
Avon
Somerville
Peabody
Dedham
Framingham
Montague

ES
ES
HS
MS
HS
ES
ES
ES
ES
MS
HS
HS

Standard
Standard
Green
Green
Green
Standard
Standard
Green
Standard
Green
Standard
Green

2004
2005
2005
2005
2006
2003
2004
2003
2003
2006
2004
2004

New
New
New
New
Renovated
New
Renovated
New
New
New
Renovated
Renovated

78,000
65,265
201,843
81,315
282,290
68,337
45,975
80,200
88,200
164,572
383,815
198,107

183
452
721
376
1,045
348
402
363
534
675
2,109
621

Danvers
Littleton
Boston
Medway
Melrose
Milton
Townsend
New Bedford
North Andover
Oxford
Melrose
Concord
Holden
Whitman
Waltham
Williamstown
Woburn

MS
HS
HS
HS
MS
HS
MS
MS
HS
HS
ES
ES
HS
HS
ES
ES
HS

Green
Standard
Green
Standard
Green
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Green
Green
Green
Green
Green

2005
2002
2002
2005
2007
2004
2002
2003
2004
2002
2002
2006
Ongoing
2005
2004
2002
2006

Renovated
New
Renovated
New
New
Renovated
Renovated
Renovated
New
New
New
New
Renovated
New
New
New
New

148,350
125,000
31,800
212,000
215,100
266,000
127,577
217,000
300,000
155,000
65,000
78,000
380,000
231,000
94,200
89,000
340,000

880
387
210
798
831
1,081
498
1,209
1,400
540
364
431
1,940
1,250
416
445
1,460

T

his section describes the various options
that schools have for achieving energy
efficiency.

4.1. HEATING
During the cold seasons, schools lose heat through
conduction and radiation of heat through their
walls, windows, and ceilings, and through air that
either leaks from the school or is drawn outwards
by ventilating systems.
Also, to make schools more efficient, designers
can place more insulation in walls and ceilings.
They can either choose windows that trap heat
better or reduce the size of windows. Because
schools (particularly green schools) seek to provide
large amounts of natural light, reducing window
size is rarely a desired option. In terms of heat
loss, however, even a poorly insulated wall will
trap heat several times better than even the most
advanced window.
Ventilating for fresh air can also result in a more
healthful indoor environment by diluting CO2
and indoor air pollutants, but requires additional
heating and cooling. Designers of green schools
sometimes employ heat-recovery ventilators.
These clever devices pass exhausted air past cold
incoming air, recovering much of the heat that
would otherwise be lost.
4.1.2. More Efficient Boilers and Furnaces
Another way to increase of the efficiency of the
heating systems is to improve the efficiency with
which individual units convert oil or gas into
useful heat. Designers can choose more efficient
boilers and combine them in ways to decrease
fuel use.

4.1.3. More Efficient Boiler Control Systems
Designers can choose control systems that operate
heating systems in the most efficient manner by
incorporating several strategies for saving energy.
For example, one strategy (boiler supply water
reset) simply reduces the temperature of hot water
supplied by the boiler when it is warmer outside.
This option is effective because warmer outdoor
temperatures mean less heat required by the
school. The benefits of this strategy include lower
hot water temperatures which mean lower losses
and less waste, and when boilers are operated so
that the temperature of the water returning to
them is low, losses are minimized and efficiency is
greater (see Figure 10 on p.20).
High-efficiency boilers attain efficiencies over
90% by advances in combustion efficiency and
by matching the heat they provide to the heat
required by the school at a given time. They do
this by (1) changing the output of the burner
(called modulating) and (2) bringing boilers online and shutting them down in an order that best
matches the heat required by the school. When
loads are well matched, the temperature of the
water returning to the boilers is low, decreasing
losses.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPTIONS FOR SCHOOLS

4.1.1. Heat Load Reduction, Heat Recovery
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The two charts for Figure 10 are from makers
of high-efficiency modular boilers. The first
chart shows that at low loads and low water
temperatures, efficiencies above 97% are claimed.
(The high efficiencies depend upon how the boiler
or system of boilers is operated. For example
if return water temperature rises to 95°F, then
efficiencies drop to between 90.5% and 92.5%—
still high but well below the efficiency claimed.)
The second chart shows similar reductions in
efficiency from another manufacturer.

We observed comparatively high indoor
temperatures in the green schools—averaging
72°F in classrooms and 73°F in cafeterias during
occupied hours (9 a.m. to 3 p.m.; see Figure
7). More efficient operations include reducing
temperatures in various rooms as appropriate
for the time of day and the manner in which the
room is used. For example:
• A school heated to 70°F at midnight when the

outside temperature is 30°F uses 33% more
heat per hour than a school heated to 60°F.

• When daytime temperatures are 40°F,

classrooms set to 72°F (as we often observed)
use 14% more heat than classrooms heated to
the 68°F, which is the temperature commonly
recommended to save energy.

• While gyms were cooler (70°F), this

temperature is high given the degree of physical
activity taking place in a gym during class.
Temperatures of 68°F should be sufficient to
keep occupants warm during gym class.

FIGURE 7. AVERAGE WEEKDAY TEMPERATURES
SCHOOL

CLASSROOM
(INTERIOR)

CLASSROOM
(EXTERIOR)

CLASSROOM
(OTHER)

GS-1
GS-6
GS-7
GS-9
GS-10
GS-11
GS-12
GS-14
S-14
TOTAL
AVERAGE

71.7

71.9
73

73

71.4
71.9
71
72.7
73.5
74.4
72.4

Bold values are 73°F or greater.
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4.1.4. More Efficient Operations

74.5
70

CAFETERIA

GYM

74.3
71.9
76.2

68.7
70.5
70.7

73.1
70.1

72.6
68.74

73.1

70.2

70.9

69.7
72.1

71.7
72.7

71.9

72.1

4.1.5. Green School Heating Design
So how did designers design green schools to save
heating fuel?

Thus, the vast majority of the savings arise
from a school’s boiler control system correctly
matching the operation of the boilers to the load
of the building. So a school needs to ensure that
the control sequence of the boilers is designed
and operated to do just that. If the boilers were
incorrectly sequenced and controlled and half
of the system savings were lost, 30% of the total
savings (half of the 60% claimed) would be lost.

More Efficient
DHW & Other
3%
Decreased Load
17%

Examined another way, of the savings claimed,
• Fully 60% arose from how the boilers were

combined in a system.

• 20% from the improved combustion efficiency

of the boiler.

Efficient Boiler
20%

• 17% from decreased heat loss through

improved windows, insulation, and energy
recovery.

Improved Boiler
System
60%

Total Fuel
Savings
Energy Efficiency
Action
FIGURE 8.Figure
TOTAL9.FUEL
SAVINGS
BYby
ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
ACTION
50.0%
More Efficient
DHW & Other

40.0%

Improved Boiler
System
Efficient Boiler

30.0%

Decreased Load

20.0%
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Figure 8 shows that the savings claimed by five
models reviewed in detail varied from about
20% to about 40%. In four of the five designs,
the majority of the savings arose from the boiler
system, followed by the boiler itself and the load
of the building. This makes sense because the
nominal efficiency of a code boiler is 80%, and an
FIGURE 9. TOTAL FUEL SAVINGS
advanced boiler with 90% efficiency might yield
FOR
SCHOOLS
ENERGY
10% savings. The designers claim larger additional
Figure 10.
Total5
Fuel
Savings for 5BY
Schools
by Energy
EFFICIENCY
ACTION
Efficiency
Action
savings by matching the load of the efficient boiler
to the load of the school.

10.0%
0.0%
-10.0%

GS-1

GS-2

GS-6

GS-8

GS-10

The negative values in this figure refer to increased heating load in the as-designed model.
DHW stands for Domestic Hot Water.
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4.1.6. The Rated Efficiencies of the Boilers
and Boiler Systems
As shown in the first chart in Figure 10 (Load
Matching and Return Water Temperature), the
efficiency of a boiler is dependent (among other
factors) on
• The firing rate12 in 0% to 100%.
• The temperature of the water returning to the

Some manufacturers claim efficiencies as high as
99%; however, this is achieved under conditions
that rarely occur. Modular boilers achieve
efficiencies in the mid to upper 90s at low firing
rates, but most boilers have efficiencies in the mid
to upper 80s at high firing rates and higher RWT.
For this reason the reported nominal efficiency of
boilers can depend on assumptions made by the
manufacturer.

Because most of the standard schools were not
visited, there were limited data on their boiler
systems. Four of the standard schools had boiler
efficiencies of 85% to 87%, with an average
of just above 85%. The difference in nominal
efficiency is relatively small. As previously noted,
the efficiency gains claimed by designers and
modelers are based on efficiency gains delivered
by matching heat from boilers to actual loads by
controlling and sequencing the boilers. Therefore,
it is critical that the boilers be operated correctly.
(This is particularly important for condensing
boilers, which achieve their highest efficiency in
their condensing mode.)

FIGURE 10. Figure
BOILER6.EFFICIENCY:
LOAD
MATCHING
Boiler Efficiency:
Load
Matching and Return
AND RETURN
WATER
TEMPERATURE
Water Temperature
Thermal Efficiency of BMK2.0LN
100%

5% Input
20% Input
40% Input
60% Input
80% Input
100% Input

99%
98%
97%
96%
95%
Efficiency
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boiler (RWT).

Figure 11 shows the nominal efficiencies of the
boilers at 11 of the 15 green schools. Efficiencies
ranged from 84% to 94% in the green schools,
with an average of 87%.

94%
93%
92%
91%
90%
89%
88%
87%
86%
85%
50

70

90

110

130

150

Return Water Temperature ( F), with 20 Rise
o

BMK2.0LN is a model of a condensing boiler.
12

The firing rate in percent is the portion of a burner’s capacity
that is used. For example if a burner can deliver 1 million BTUs
per hour, it is at a 50% firing rate when it is delivering 500,000
BTU per hour.
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o

170

100.00
99.00
98.00
97.00
96.00
95.00
94.00
93.00
92.00
91.00
90.00
89.00
88.00
87.00
86.00
85.00

80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 160
Return Water Temperature (˚F)

The upper line shows the low firing rate. The lower line shows a 100% firing rate.

Narrative 1. Experience with
Boiler Sequencing in GS-7

Narrative 2. Experience with
Boiler Sequencing in GS-1

During a visit to School GS-7, staff from MRET
noted that there were two boilers, a more-efficient
lead boiler, and a lower efficiency lag boiler for
meeting high loads that seldom occur. In fact, during
light loads the inefficient boiler operated and the
more efficient boiler stayed off. This illustrates the
need to monitor boiler systems to ensure that they are
controlled correctly.

According to one of the staff members at School GS1, during the first heating season the sequencing
of the boilers was not working as intended. To
secure the expected energy savings, the number of
boilers fired up at one time, out of a total of six,
should match the heating load. Unfortunately,
due to control issues, this optimal sequencing was
not achieved through the first heating season.
During subsequent heating seasons, when optimal
sequencing control was maintained, natural gas
use dropped substantially. Tested efficiencies of the
boilers average about 87%, with one boiler testing
at 84%. During testing in early spring 2009, return
water temperatures on a 40°F day were about
160°F, showing that the boilers were not operating
in the condensing mode13 in the shoulder14 of the
heating season, and were therefore not performing as
efficiently as possible.

13

Very efficient boilers are capable of extracting most of the heat
left in the exhaust that goes up the stack. When the temperature
in the exhaust stack drops below about 120°F, moisture condenses;
this phase is called the boiler’s condensing mode. Because the condensed moisture is very acidic, boilers must be specially designed to
operate in this mode.
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Efficiency

FIGURE 10. CONTINUED

14

The shoulder of the heating season refers to the late spring and
early fall, when heating needs are low.
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FIGURE 11. BOILER CHARACTERISTICS FOR SELECTED SCHOOLS
SCHOOL

QTY MANUFACTURER MODEL

CAPACITY
(BTUH)

CAPACITY
(BTUH/SF)

EFFICIENCY
%
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GREEN SCHOOLS
Ashland

6

Intelli Fin
Lochinvar
Fulton

RLY2402

12,000,000

59.5 86

Berkshire
Hills
Blackstone

2

PHW300

540,000

6.6 90

Viessmann
Rondomat /
Weishaupt
Corporation
Burnham
Viessmann / HB
Smith

RGL7/
1-D, ZMD

14,740,000

52.2 84

Capuano
Dedham

2
2

V1112
VSB-72 /
G-28A-W-9

4,800,000
7,484,000

59.9 86
45.5 87

HoltenRichmond
MATCH
Melrose
Veterans
WhitmanHanson
William
Stanley
Woburn

2

Buderus

GE615/13

6,252,000

42.1 85

2
6

Fulton
AERCO

PHW-300
BMK-2000

540,000
12,000,000

17.0 90
55.8 86

6

Cleaver-Brooks

MCF-1800

10,800,000

46.8 87

3

AERCO

BM2000

6,000,000

63.7 91

3

AERCO

GF110
(V1115)

4

86

AVERAGE: 87
STANDARD SCHOOLS
AlcottConcord
Milton HS
Nissitissit

3

Burnham

B8.2-G-10

1,674,000

21.5 87

2
2

Cleaver-Brooks
Cleaver-Brooks

16,740,000
13,392,000

62.9 85
105.0 85

PeabodyCarroll

4

De Dietrich

CB-250
CBI-200200LE
GT306A /
515A

4,557,000

51.7 85.2

AVERAGE: 85
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4.1.7 Correlating Gas Use with the Boiler
Efficiency

The overall gas use normalized by floor area is not
a direct indicator of boiler performance, but it is a
useful metric because it combines the heat needs
of the school with the overall efficiency of the
heating system. Because insulation levels tend to
be similar among schools, it is a good indicator of
how heating systems are operated. Our rationale
is that, while building heat needs vary, most of
the schools in the study—particularly the green
schools—are well insulated. Similarly, the green
schools have energy savings features such as energy
recovery units (Roof Top Units or RTUs). So one

In Figure 12, there appears to be little relationship
between nominal boiler efficiency and normalized
gas use. We suspect several reasons:
• Rated boiler efficiency varies greatly by

conditions and is not well represented by a
single value.

• Actual boiler efficiency can vary by 5% or

more, depending on conditions, so nominal
efficiency and actual use might not correlate
well with actual efficiency.

• The range of combustion efficiency is 5% to

10%, depending on conditions. The range of
actual use can be far greater from variation in
temperature set points, variation in operating
hours, variation in heat load per square foot,
and variation in night set back.

Fuel Use (kBTU/sf/yr)

Figure
Fuel
Nominal
Boiler
Efficiency
FIGURE
12.12.
FUEL
USEUse
VS. vs.
NOMINAL
BOILER
EFFICIENCY
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
82

84

86

88

90
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As previously described in Section 4, the
efficiency of a boiler is dependent on its firing
rate in relation to its capacity and the RWT
for each period. Thus, boiler efficiency can vary
continuously and is nearly impossible to predict
without logging boiler conditions. Even where
the gas use of the boiler is separately metered,
the efficiency is still difficult to calculate because
the actual heat delivered to the building is not
precisely known.

might expect there would be a relationship in the
green schools between nominal efficiency and fuel
use. Some schools employ three or more modular
boilers to best match the load of the school and
derive maximal efficiency. One might also expect
that gas use would drop with larger numbers of
smaller boilers.

92

Nominal Boiler Efficiency
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FIGURE
USE VS.ofNUMBER
OF Nominal
BOILERS Boiler Efficiency
Figure13.
13.FUEL
Number
Boiler vs.

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

0

2

4

8

Number of Boilers
Data points included in Figure 12 and 13 include
data from both green and standard schools. In
Figure 13, there is not a strong correlation between
the number of boilers and fuel use, but the schools
using six boilers average less fuel usage than
schools using fewer boilers.

4.2. ELECTRICITY EFFICIENCY
MEASURES
For the 8 green schools with complete models
and efficiency reports, the electrical savings of
various measures were summed and compared. As
shown in Figure 14, 82% of predicted savings are
delivered by lighting-related measures, including
the cooling savings associated with energy efficient
lighting.15

15

For example, more efficient lighting will reduce the temperature
inside a building. This in turn will decrease the amount of air
conditioning required.
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6

This shows that lighting is critical to delivering
predicted electricity savings. In comparison to
standard schools, green schools’ lighting savings
may be far lower than predicted. Light densities
and technologies in standard schools are nearly
identical to green schools, so fully 50% of savings
would not appear in a comparison to standard
schools. As noted previously, daylighting savings
may also be limited by various behaviors and
occupancy sensor savings will be achieved in
similarly equipped standard schools—and
through manual switching. This leaves only about
18% of savings that green schools could achieve
in comparison to standard schools. Therefore, if a
school were predicted to use 20% less electricity
than a code model, it might realize [or achieve]
only about 18% of those savings (or save 3.6% of
total energy compared to a standard school).

4.3. LIGHTING
4.3.1. Lighting Technology

FIGURE 14. CATEGORIES OF ELECTRICAL SAVINGS MEASURES

Figure 14. Categories of Electrical Savings Measures
Windows

2%
Cooling Equip.

HVAC Controls

4%

5%

Occupancy Sensor

16%

VFDs Eff Motors

7%
Daylighting Controls

16%
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Lighting systems have changed over time, and
lighting manufacturers have developed lighting
systems that deliver more light per watt. (For
example, T-12 fluorescent lights16 that were
standard years ago have been replaced with T-817
lights that are thinner and more efficient.) The
modeled code-compliant system is roughly 1.5
W/sf with some variation by space type. Modeled
savings against the code come from schools
designed to an average of 0.9W/sf (or 40% less
than standard). These savings are equivalent
to moving from T-12 fluorescent lights to T-8
lights, which also saves about 40%. However,

since T-12 lights are not typically specified in
Massachusetts’ current standard school designs,
these modeled savings are probably not realistic.
Thus, modeling may predict savings of up to
40%, but the hypothetical code-designed school
does not represent current practice. Lighting
savings in a green school versus a typical standard
school would be negligible because both schools
use efficient T-8 lighting. Even the most advanced
lighting systems today save less than 20% versus
the current standard system.

High Efficiency
Lighting

50%

16

T-12 lamps, about 1.5 inches in diameter, were commonly
installed 5-10 years ago.”

17

T-8 lamps are modern fluorescent lamps that are 1 inch in
diameter.
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FIGURE 15. COMPARATIVE FLUORESCENT LIGHTING SYSTEMS
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A more realistic savings against a standard school would be to compare advanced T-8 lights to the
standard T-8 lights now installed in all the schools we observed (Figure 16). The same manufacturer
shows (1) a base case of 112W per fixture and (2) options that save up to 22W (or about 20%).

FIGURE 16. COMPARATIVE ADVANCED FLUORESCENT LIGHTING SYSTEMS

4.3.2. Lighting Occupancy Sensors

While occupancy sensors ensure that lights are
turned off at night and on weekends, they may
not always deliver savings during the day unless
they are set to turn off after a brief period of
inactivity. One reason is a concern that lights may
turn off after brief periods of inactivity in the
classroom. Some dual sensing technologies can
deliver savings with fewer unwanted off periods.

4.4. COOLING
Most of the schools are air conditioned, and
two of the schools have heat pumps that both
heat and cool. The portion of electricity used by
green schools for space cooling is relatively small
compared with lights and other uses. For example,
cooling at GS-9 was projected to account for
15% of electricity use, while cooling at GS-7
was projected to account for as little as 4% of
electricity use.

Figure 17. Light Operation in a Classroom With an

FIGURE
17. LIGHT
OPERATION
A CLASSROOM
WITH
AN OCCUPANCY
Occupancy
Sensor
(GS-7)INand
With Manual
Switching
SENSOR (GS-7) AND WITH MANUAL SWITCHING (S-14)

(S-14)

70

S-14
GS-7

Light Level (foot candles)

60
50
40
30
20
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Since occupancy sensors can ensure that lights
are shut off nights and weekends, they can mine
savings during the day at times when rooms are
idle (such as lunch periods). However, because of
sensor settings or room occupancy schedules, these
savings are not always realized. Figure 17 shows
a green school (GS-7, the gold line) with lights
turning on at about 8:00 a.m. and off at about
6:00 p.m. with no off periods during the day. Also
on the figure is a light schedule for a standard
school without occupancy sensors, where savings
are achieved by diligent manual switching during
two off periods during the day, totaling more than
1 hour. Brief peaks at about 7:00 p.m. and 9:30
p.m. are probably cleaners or security, and the
lights are turned off after each visit. During a site
visit, we observed custodians shutting off lights at
the end of the day and during idle periods.

10

3:00 AM

12:00 AM

9:00 PM

6:00 PM

3:00 PM

12:00 PM

9:00 AM

6:00 AM

3:00 AM

12:00 AM

0

Relative light levels are not significant. Both light level graphs are for a Monday school day.
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Figure 19 shows base case and design energyefficiency ratios (EERs) for selected green schools.
Most of the schools shown did not install more
efficient air conditioning. Because its use is

relatively minor, the payback for installing higher
efficiency equipment would be long.
Given the relatively low energy consumption of
cooling systems, it is unlikely that differences in
the operating characteristics of cooling systems are
accounting for schools using more electricity than
the design models.

Figure
18. GS-1,
Electricity
Use
FIGURE
18. GS-1
ELECTRICITY
USE

Monthly Electricity Use (kWh)
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Examining annual electricity use at GS-1, it is
hard to discern any summer increase in electricity
use (Figure 18). While this may be due in part to
lower school use during summer months, cooling
energy appears to be relatively minor as predicted
in the models.

250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
0

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

FIGURE 19. ENERGY EFFICIENCY RATIOS (EERs) OF COOLING SYSTEMS
SCHOOL
GS-1
GS-2
GS-6
GS-7
GS-8
GS-9
GS-10

CODE MODEL EER
9.56
9.56
10.10
10.10
8.90
10.19

DESIGN MODEL EER
13.60
17.06
10.10
11.50
10.10
9.21
10.19

MODEL
MC Quay (lead chiller)
Note *
RTUS
Note *
Carrier chiller 30GXR281-A-641
Note *

*
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Note: no difference in base and green scenarios

4.5. EMBEDDED ENERGY IN
WATER SAVINGS

Figure 20 shows that saving a thousand gallons
of water per day would save $0.15 to $0.22
per day, depending on the depth of the well.
In comparison, the energy figures for a central
water system are roughly 1.5 kWh per 1,000

FIGURE 20. EMBEDDED ENERGY
IN WELL WATER
WELL
DEPTH (FT)
100
150

KWH/1000
GAL
1.03
1.24

COST SAVINGS
@0.15/KWH
$ 0.15
$ 0.19

200

1.46

$ 0.22

Based on pump efficiency of 80% and motor efficiency of 90%.
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Saving water saves some energy because water
must be either delivered through the municipal
water system or drawn from a well on-site. Both
water sources require pumping to raise the water
to the elevation of the school and to pressurize
the water within the school’s pipes. While saving
water has a variety of environmental benefits
(including less impact on local aquifers and local
river systems), the inherent energy savings are
relatively small.

gallons and 0.5 kWh for wastewater pumping,
for a total of 2.0 kWh. The average energy use
reported by the Massachusetts Water Resource
Authority (MWRA), which serves many of the
municipalities in this study, is about 2.4 kWh
per 1,000 gallons for water and wastewater. Since
this includes fixed electricity use that would not
be reduced through water savings, the amount
saved by reduced water use is certainly lower. In
summary, saving 1,000 gallons of water saves
between 1 and 2 kWh for all types of sources and
wastewater disposal, or $0.15 to $0.30.
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A portion of standard schools are built with
similar equipment to the green schools;
however, the equipment installed in standard
schools is more varied because, unlike the green
schools, standard schools lack a common set of
standards.
We saw little evidence that standard schools
were operated substantially differently than the
green schools we visited. The lights appeared to
be left on longer in the green schools, but this
observation was based on metering only several
standard schools, so the difference may not
be statistically meaningful. Observed lighting
densities and lighting equipment were similar
for standard and green schools.
The median combined energy use of the green
schools was 60 kBTU/sf annually—about 10%
less than the median of 67 kBTU/sf for standard
schools (Figure 21). Based on average (mean)
values, the green schools use about 15% less
than the average of 71.3 kBTU/sf for standard
schools. Energy use by green schools is lower
across all school types.
There may not be as large a difference in energy
use between green and standard schools as
anticipated because many standard schools
take advantage of utility rebates to install
energy-efficient technologies, such as energy
efficient boilers and rooftop units. Many
standard schools use the same lighting and
boiler equipment, leaving little difference in the
equipment of the schools.
The 75 percentile (3rd quartile) standard school
is more in keeping with minimum energy codes.

This “base” school uses about 77.6 kBTU/sf per
year, and the median green school uses about
23% less energy.
Our analysis shows that, by energy type and based
on median energy use, the green schools use
roughly 19% less fuel than standard schools, but
3% more electricity. However, these results can
be misleading because we have found that energy
use varies greatly among individual schools. For
example, the median green school uses about 30%

FIGURE 21. GREEN SCHOOLS VS.
STANDARD SCHOOLS (KBTU/SF/YR)
MEDIAN
34
FUEL Green
Standard
41.8
Difference 19%

AVERAGE
34.9
46.5
25%

26
ELECTRICITY Green
Standard
25.2
Difference -3%

26
24.8
-5%

60
TOTAL Green
Standard
67
Difference 10%

60.9
71.3
15%
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G

reen schools are designed and built to
achieve a clear energy goal. In some
cases, this goal may carry over to
operations if a staff member (such as a facility
manager) closely monitors the operation of the
school.
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less fuel than the 3rd quartile of standard schools.
We also note that schools in the bottom quarter
have more standard equipment or are operated
less efficiently.
Although green schools are performing better
on average than standard schools, the difference
is smaller than would be expected based on a
comparison of green school building practices
with basic building practices represented by the
building code. During site reviews, we found that
the equipment installed in standard schools built
in the last 7 years was comparable to equipment
installed in green schools.
Of the 20 schools visited (15 green schools and 5
standard):
• All operated efficient T-818 lights in classrooms.
• All but one standard school had room

occupancy sensors.

• One-half of the green schools and 1 of the 5

standard schools had the highest efficiency T-5
fluorescent lighting in gyms (Figure 22).

The other technologies found in standard schools
(such as metal halide lights) are also highly

FIGURE 22. COMPARISON OF COMMON
LIGHTING ENERGY-EFFICIENCY
MEASURES AT GREEN SCHOOLS
AND STANDARD SCHOOLS
GREEN STANDARD
100%
100%

T-8 lighting
Classroom
occupancy
100%
sensors
High bay19 T-5
50%
efficient lighting

80%
20%

5.1. FUEL USE IN SCHOOLS
To allow direct comparison of the gas use of
the schools, we converted gas use to BTUs
per square foot. Non-heating uses of gas (such
as domestic hot water and cooking) were not
separately metered, so their performance values
were not included in this report. However, with
the exception of the vocational-technical school
included in this study, those uses are relatively
small. Also, GS-15 has low overall gas use
because it uses a ground source heat pump for
primary heating.
Actual use for all schools varies widely, but the
pattern between green and standard schools is
marked. Gas use by most of the green schools
varied from 29 to 42 kBTU/sf/yr (or a median
value of about 35 kBTU/sf/yr). Most of the
green schools’ heating use is clustered around
this median (Figure 23). This is a relatively tight
range, given the variations in building type
(elementary, middle, and high schools), school
schedules, heating system designs, building
envelopes, and building operations.
The best standard schools also fall in this range,
but numerous standard schools are well above
it. The most likely reason is that green schools,
by definition, are built to attain energy use
reductions, while standard schools do not
necessarily have the same fuel efficiency goals.
Figure 23, Figure 24, and Figure 25 show the
normalized gas use for 29 schools, with the green
and standard schools grouped separately. With
no adjustments, the median value for green
schools is 35 kBTU/sf (or 16% less than the 42
kBTU/sf for standard schools).
To account for actual weather during the study,
we made adjustments for the following:

18

T-8 refers to modern fluorescent lamps that are 8 times 1/8” in
diameter or a total of 1 inch in diameter.

19

High bay refers to high ceiling areas like gymnasiums. These areas typically use different lighting than rooms with normal heights
like classrooms.
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efficient. Green and standard schools in this
study used efficient boilers and chillers and
frequently employed heat recovery equipment.

• Actual and modeled energy use (models are

based on 30-year averages).

• Actual school size.

FIGURE
BYSquare
SQUARE
FOOTAGE
Figure23.
23.FUEL
Fuel USE
Use NORMALIZED
Normalized by
Footage
100
Model Adjusted - Energy Code

80

Model Adjusted - Design

KBTU/ft2

60

40

20

GS
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-1
GS 4
-1
5
S1
S2
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S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15

0

Three schools were removed from this analysis:
(1) GS-3 has many known but un-modeled
vocational gas uses; (2) GS-15 uses an electric
ground source heat pump for heating; and (3)
GS-14 uses two small boilers to serve a water
source heat pump that serves the primary heating
load (Figure 24, Column B).

to the bottom quartile of standard schools
answers the question “How much do I save by
constructing a green school versus a base school?”
The third quartile20 of standard schools’ gas use
is 50 kBTU/sf. The median green school uses
roughly 30% less fuel than this base school.

The 11 remaining green schools use either gas
or oil as their primary heating fuel. The adjusted
median gas use for green schools is 34 kBTU/sf
(or 19% less than the 42 kBTU/sf for standard
schools).

5.2. ELECTRICITY USE IN
GREEN SCHOOLS VERSUS
STANDARD SCHOOLS

Because standard schools are a mixture of very
efficient schools having modular boilers and more
conventional schools with larger, non-modular
boilers, comparing medians is not comparing
similar sets. Comparing the median green school

As noted in Section 3, energy use for the green
schools was modified to account for on-site
generation via solar photovoltaic systems and
through emergency generator testing. The
electricity use for the green schools is shown
in Figure 26, Column A. For comparison with
standard schools, no additional adjustments

HOW THE GREEN SCHOOLS COMPARE TO STANDARD SCHOOLS

Actual - Adjusted

20

25% of standard schools are less efficient than the third quartile
value.
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FIGURE 24. FUEL USE FOR THE GREEN SCHOOLS
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COLUMN A. NORMALIZED FUEL
USE FOR GREEN SCHOOLS

COLUMN B. NORMALIZED FUEL
USE FOR GREEN SCHOOLS:
OUTLIERS REMOVED

SCHOOL

KBTU/SF/YR

SCHOOL

KBTU/SF/YR

GS-1
GS-2
GS-3
GS-4
GS-5
GS-6
GS-7
GS-8
GS-9
GS-10
GS-11
GS-12
GS-14
GS-15

29
32
45
42
39
34
36
33
38
25
44
32
38
22
35
34.9
32
38.8
22
45

GS-1
GS-2
GS-3
GS-4
GS-5
GS-6
GS-7
GS-8
GS-9
GS-10
GS-11
GS-12
GS-14
GS-15

29
32

MEDIAN
AVERAGE
1ST QUART.
3RD QUART.
MINIMUM
MAXIMUM

FIGURE 25. FUEL USE FOR
THE STANDARD SCHOOLS

42
39
34
36
33
38
25
44
32

MEDIAN 34

SCHOOL

KBTU/SF/YR

S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5
S-6
S-7
S-8
S-9
S-10
S-11
S-12
S-13
S-14
S-15

39.3
50.3
46.8
66.8
41.7
42.0
81.4
28.5
38
49.9
36
29.4
65.1
36.2
41.9
41.9
46.2
37.0
50.0
28.0
81.0

AVERAGE 34.9

MEDIAN

1ST QUART. 32

AVERAGE

3RD QUART. 38.5

1ST QUART.

MINIMUM 25

3RD QUART.

MAXIMUM 44

MINIMUM

Shading indicates schools removed as outliers.

(except the on-site generation values) are used
because the standard schools are not adjusted.
Most schools used 20 to 30 kBTU/sf/yr, with a
median of 26.
The median use of electricity in standard schools
is 25 kBTU/sf/yr, as shown in Figure 26, Column
B, which is slightly less than the unadjusted value
of 26 kBTU/sf/yr for green schools. The result is
not surprising, as standard schools take advantage
of lighting efficiencies also employed by the green
schools.
It is interesting that the standard schools use
less electricity. The reason for slightly higher
electricity consumption in green schools is not
precisely known, but because the 3% difference
is well within variation in the data, it may not
be statistically meaningful. Contributing factors
could include energy recovery units that consume

MAXIMUM

FIGURE 26. NORMALIZED ELECTRICITY USE
COLUMN A. NORMALIZED
ELECTRICITY USE: GREEN
SCHOOLS

SCHOOL

KBTU/SF/YR

SCHOOL

KBTU/SF/YR

GS-1
GS-2
GS-3
GS-4
GS-5
GS-6

31
26
26
22
35
21

GS-7
GS-8
GS-9
GS-10
GS-11
GS-12
GS-14
GS-15

22
34
23
28
18
25

S-1
S-2
S-3
S-4
S-5
S-6
S-7
S-8
S-9
S-10
S-11
S-12
S-13
S-14
S-15

27.6
23.9
24.2
19.1
25.9
29
35.5
13.6
25.6
21.8
22.9
25.2
29.3

27
26
AVERAGE 26
MEDIAN

Shading indicates schools
removed as outliers.
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COLUMN B. NORMALIZED
ELECTRICITY USE: STANDARD
SCHOOLS

25.2
24.8
3RD QUART. 27.6
MEDIAN

AVERAGE

electricity to save heating fuel use. In addition,
lighting loggers at the standard schools visited
showed roughly 15% fewer hours of use than in
green schools.

Green schools save water through a variety of
strategies including rain water catchments, water
reuse, and low-flow fixtures. Figure 27 shows
the average water use for schools that had meters
and were able to provide data. On average, green
schools saved about 1,100 gallons per student
per year and just under 6 gallons per square foot
per year. While these water savings certainly have
environmental benefits, the associated energy
savings are very small. As discussed in Section 4,
saving 1,000 gallons of water saves about $0.15
to $0.30 in energy costs associated with pumping
and treatment.

Logged lighting schedules showed little off time.
While it is possible that the classrooms randomly
chosen were continuously occupied by teachers,
we suspect that the occupancy sensors were set to
go off only after a long period of inactivity, thus
failing to capture savings during lunch periods or
unoccupied classroom periods. One exception is
School GS-1 (as shown in Figure 29), in which
room 119 appears to go off during lunch and
several other unoccupied periods. Only the
hallway and stairwell lights appear to stay on
after hours.

FIGURE 27. WATER USE IN 7 GREEN
SCHOOLS AND 5 STANDARD SCHOOLS

5.5. ANTICIPATED ENERGY SAVINGS
FOR THE GREEN SCHOOLS OVER
STANDARD SCHOOLS

Water use
(gallons / student/ yr)
Water use
(gallons / sf / yr)

STANDARD

GREEN SAVINGS

2,076

966

1,110

9.3

3.7

5.6

5.4. LIGHTING
We placed lighting loggers in up to 3 classrooms
in 15 green schools and 5 standard schools to
record on and off times, as determined via light
levels. In addition, lighting densities (watts/
square foot) were calculated in many of the
schools. Figure 28 compares calculated lighting
densities and operating hours with modeled
lighting density and operating hours. Compared
to standard schools, the green schools had slightly
higher lighting densities and longer operating
hours.
In this limited sample, it is interesting that the
average hours of operation of the lights in the

Overall, based on median energy use, the green
schools use roughly 19% less fuel than standard
schools but 3% more electricity. Energy use
varies greatly among schools, however. As
described in Section 4, the median green school
uses about 30% less fuel than the third quartile
of standard schools. As previously noted, because
many standard schools take advantage of utility
rebates and install efficient boilers and rooftop
units, comparing the green schools to standard
schools in the 3rd quartile is logical.
Overall, the Massachusetts green schools’
performance is in line with green schools and
buildings in other parts of the United States.
Based on a Department of Energy database, the
green schools in this post-occupancy study are
using 27% less energy than the average for all
schools (both old and new) of 85.2 kBTU/sf in
the climate zone containing Massachusetts.21
As shown in Figure 30, all but one of the green
schools in this study are well below the average
energy use for all schools in the DOE database.
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5.3. WATER SAVINGS

green schools seems long (2,309 hours), and
operation times are longer than the average in
the standard schools (2,055 hours), given that
all of the green schools had occupancy sensors.
Thus, on average, the green schools used 18%
more energy for classroom lighting.

21

Source: Energy Information Administration, Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS),
http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cbecs
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FIGURE 28. LIGHTING DENSITY AND OPERATING HOURS

36

CLASSROOM LIGHTING MODELED
DENSITIES (W/SF)
CODE *

MODELED ACTUAL
DESIGN
NOMINAL

MODELED
HOURS

ACTUAL
HOURS

GS-1
GS-3
GS-4
GS-5
GS-6
GS-7
GS-8
GS-9
GS-10
GS-11
GS-12
GS-14
GS-15
S-1
S-9
S-10
S-14
Average Green School
Average Standard School
Saving vs. Standard
Savings vs. Code

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

0.93
0.87
1.06
1.5
0.9
1.18
0.96
1.14
1.3
NA
NA
NA
NA

1898
2640
2134
3125
1520
1175
1728
1862
1566
NA
NA
NA
NA

1.5

1.09

2042
1680
960
3120
2880
2400
1728
2640
2280
1392
2352
3912
2640
2496
2750
1344
1632
2309.7
2,055.5
-19%
18%

1.27
0.97
1.1
1.04
0.75
1.36
1.045
0.84
1.26
1.34
0.76
1.11
0.79
0.75
1.23
0.99
NA
1.05
0.99
-5.9%
45%

1969

Simulation models were not created for standard schools. These cells are therefore shaded.
* W/sf value taken from the Massachusetts State Building Code, Energy Conservation, Chapter 13, Table
1308.6.2.1, Lighting Power Densities Using the Building Area Method.

FIGURE 29. SCHOOL GS-1 LIGHT LEVELS

Figure 29. School GS-1 Light Levels
Cafeteria

30

Room 119

Hallway
1st Floor Stairwell

Foot Candles

20

Library

15
10

This level of savings is consistent with the finding
of the New Buildings Institute (NBI) that 7 green
schools in its 2008 report22 used 25% less energy,
compared to the national average for all schools,
based on a DOE database. It is worth noting that
the median site energy value of 61.7 kBTU/sf for
LEED K-12 schools reported by NBI is nearly
identical to the median of 60 kBTU/sf for the
green schools in this study.
5.5.1. Differences Between the Green
Schools and Standard Schools
A review of school size and school size normalized
by student shows little difference between green
and standard schools, with a slight exception for

4/4/08 12:00 AM

4/3/08 6:00 PM

4/3/08 12:00 PM

4/3/08 6:00 AM

4/3/08 12:00 AM

4/2/08 6:00 PM

4/2/08 12:00 PM

4/2/08 6:00 AM

0

4/2/08 12:00 AM

5

high schools, where standard schools provide
about 10% more area per student. (Figure 31).
Narrative 3. How Model Modifications Impact
Energy Outputs
To illustrate the importance of how a school is
operated, we took an as-designed model of a green
school and modified it to test what would happen
if we operated it in a way that removed some of the
designed efficiency. Specifically,
• We modified lighting to run longer.
• We modified lighting so that it did not use

occupancy sensors and daylight harvesting.

Our observations in the field indicated that these
modifications represent a sizable portion of energy
use reduction in the green schools. We then increased
the heating temperature of the schools and removed
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Video Production
Rm

25

22

New Buildings Institute, Energy Performance of LEED for New
Construction Buildings
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FIGURE 30. GREEN SCHOOL ENERGY USE
Figure 30. Green School Energy Use
Actual - Adjusted
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65
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nighttime setback. As shown in Figure 32, these
operations gave back a sizable portion of the savings
gained through green design.
A detailed simulation model for a green school was
run in four ways:
1. Base Case:

Simulation of the school built to the minimum
energy code

2. Design Case 1:

Simulation of the as-built green design

3. Design Case 2:
ǹ

Occupied temperature increased to 72°F

ǹ

50% of plug loads left on at night.

ǹ

Occupancy sensors set to allow little
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Avg for Schools in North East
Climate Zone

daytime savings.
ǹ

Daylight harvesting eliminated through
overrides and use of curtains.

4. Design Case 3:
ǹ

Same as Case 2, but nighttime setback
of temperature eliminated.

Figure 32 and Figure 33 show the impact of
inefficiently operating a school that has efficient
equipment. The original green design, which was
predicted to save 36% of electricity and 33% of
gas, instead saves 14% of electricity and 24% of gas
when poorly operated (Design Case 3). The increase
in gas use is less than for electricity because by leaving
lights and plug loads on longer, this wasted electricity
actually helps to heat the school, so the impact of
increasing temperatures is masked by the wasted
electricity.

FIGURE 31. SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS

ELEMENTARY

MIDDLE
SCHOOL

HIGH SCHOOL

AVERAGE NO.
OF STUDENTS

14
15
29

802
716
758

226
224
225

NO. OF
AVERAGE
SCHOOLS SQ FT

AVERAGE NO.
OF STUDENTS

AVERAGE
SQ FT /
STUDENT

3
7
10

408
388
394

216
201
205

NO. OF
AVERAGE
SCHOOLS SQ FT

AVERAGE NO.
OF STUDENTS

AVERAGE
SQ FT /
STUDENT

Green

4

152,334

691

222

Standard
All

2
6

172,289
158,986

854
745

218
221

NO. OF
AVERAGE
SCHOOLS SQ FT

AVERAGE NO.
OF STUDENTS

AVERAGE
SQ FT /
STUDENT

7
6
13

1,035
1,053
1,043

233
253
242

Green
Standard
All

Green
Standard
All

Green
Standard
All

181,270
151,678
165,964

87,800
69,825
75,218

237,863
240,303
238,989
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Figure 32. Electricity Usage Design Cases.
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Figure 33. Heating Usage Design Cases B.
FIGURE 33. HEATING USAGE DESIGN CASES
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FIGURE 32. ELECTRICITY USAGE DESIGN CASES
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Green schools use roughly 19% less fuel than
the schools’ code models and about 10% less
electricity. This does not necessarily equate with
actual savings because the models are simulations
and do not track all loads. In particular,
electricity loads are not well represented, and the
savings values over code are likely higher than
represented.

The as-designed models have a similar but broader
range, from 20 to 40 kBTU/sf/yr, with the two
lower values linked to schools that use heat pumps
for heating. A school that uses ground source
heat pumps for primary heating also uses nearly
double the amount predicted by the model,
possibly indicating problems with the ground
source heat pump system. In addition, one factor
that increases fuel use for most of the schools
is the heating of spaces at higher temperatures
than is generally deemed necessary, with average
classroom temperatures above 72ºF.

Combined energy use is shown in Figure 34.

6.1. FUEL USE IN THE SCHOOLS
As noted in Section 5, the fuel use of the schools
was normalized to BTUs per square foot. Fuel
use by most of the green schools varied from 29
to 42 kBTU/sf/yr (or a median value of about 35
kBTU/sf/yr +/- 20%, Figure 35).

Figure 34. Actual Energy Use vs. As-Designed and Minimum
Code Models
FIGUREEnergy
34. ENERGY
USE: MODELED CODE, ACTUAL, AND MODELED DESIGN
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verall, based on median energy use and
models adjusted for actual weather and
corrected floor areas, green schools
use roughly 17% more heating fuel than the
schools’ as-designed models and about 12% more
electricity.
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FIGURE 35.Figure
FUEL35.
USE:
vs ACTUAL
FuelADJUSTED
Use: ActualMODEL
vs. Modeled

FIGURE 36. FUEL USE: MODEL vs ACTUAL (KBTU/SF)
SCHOOL

MODEL - ENERGY CODE ACTUAL

GS-1
GS-2
GS-3
GS-4
GS-5
GS-6
GS-7
GS-8
GS-9
GS-10
GS-11
GS-12
GS-14
GS-15

31
53
34
45
34
36
50
43
51
58
86
28
10
41
42
17%
27%
34%

MEDIAN:
ACTUAL IS:
ACTUAL IS:
PREDICTED
DESIGN
WAS:

MODEL - AS DESIGNED

29
21
32
33
45
19
42
38
39
21
34
24
36
32
33
31
38
35
25
44
44
44
32
22
38
7
22
11
35
28
less than median code model.
greater than predicted design.
less than median code model.

SCHOOL

MODEL - ENERGY CODE

ACTUAL

MODEL - AS DESIGNED

GS-1
GS-2
GS-3
GS-4
GS-5
GS-6
GS-7
GS-8
GS-9
GS-10
GS-11
GS-12
GS-14
GS-15

34
47

29
32

23
29

42
35
33
46
39
47
50
84
32

42
39
34
36
33
38
25
44
32

35
23
21
30
28
32
38
43
25

MEDIAN:

42
19%
17%
31%

34
29
less than median code model.
greater than predicted design.
less than median code model.

ACTUAL IS:
ACTUAL IS:
PREDICTED
DESIGN WAS:

Shading refers to schools removed as outliers.

Figure 36 shows the normalized gas use for 14
green schools. With no adjustments, the median
gas use for green schools was 35 kBTU/sf or 17%
less than the 42 kBTU/sf predicted by the code
model and 27% greater than the 28 kBTU/sf
predicted by the design model.
We adjusted energy use and models to account
for actual weather during the study (models are
based on 30-year averages) and as-built school
conditioned floor space. We also removed three
outliers. The median gas use for these green
schools is 34 kBTU/sf (or 19% less than the 42
kBTU/sf for the code model, Figure 37).

6.2. THE ELECTRICITY USE OF
THE SCHOOLS
As noted in Section 3, modeled energy use for the
green schools was adjusted to account for:
• The weather during the period in which bills

were examined.

• For loads such as computers that are not

included in the models.

• For variation in square footage between the

schools and the models.

The adjusted electricity use for the green schools is
shown in Figure 38.
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FIGURE 37. FUEL USE: ADJUSTED MODEL vs ACTUAL (KBTU/SF)
(ADJUSTED WITH OUTLIERS REMOVED)
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FIGURE 38. ADJUSTED ELECTRICITY USE: GREEN SCHOOLS (kBTU/sf/yr)
SCHOOL

MODEL ADJUSTED ACTUAL - ENERGY CODE
ADJUSTED

MODEL ADJUSTED UNADJUSTED
- DESIGN
ACTUAL

GS-1
GS-2
GS-3
GS-4
GS-5
GS-6
GS-7
GS-8
GS-9
GS-10
GS-11
GS-12
GS-14
GS-15

36
32
36
22
42
24
24
27
30
35
21
28

32
27
27
22
35
21
23
34
24
29
19
26

26
26
24
19
33
17
20
22
20
26
17
28

32
30
10%

29
28
27
24
less than median code model

ADJUSTED
ACTUAL IS:

12%

greater than predicted design

PREDICTED
DESIGN WAS:

20%

less than median code model

MEDIAN
ADJUSTED
ACTUAL IS:

31
26
26
22
35
21
22
34
23
28
18
25
25
26

Shading refers to schools removed as outliers.

Most green schools used between 20 and 30
kBTU/sf/yr, with a median of 27 kBTU/sf/yr.
The median adjusted electricity use was 10% less
than the modeled code case and halfway between
the code model and the design model.
Green schools had lower lighting densities than
the code models, but longer operating hours
(2,310 vs. 1,960) and, on average, used 19% less
energy for classroom lighting.

6.3. ANTICIPATED ELECTRICITY
SAVINGS FROM THE GREEN SCHOOLS
Based on school site reviews, a further 7% of
electricity can be saved (on average) through lowcost/no-cost measures, such as better management
of plug loads during unoccupied hours. These
savings will accrue primarily at night, as shown in

Figure 40, which depicts the average load for each
weekday hour at the GS-10.
For four schools with interval meter data, the
as-designed models reasonably predict daytime
electricity loads during operating hours. However,
the models do not accurately reflect the metered
electricity data during non-operating hours. The
as-designed model indicates a load of about 5 kW
during the non-operating hours, while the actual
load is over 8 times this high.
Causes for this discrepancy include
• Night loads that remain on but are missing

from the models, such as parking lot lights and
cafeteria equipment (including milk coolers).

• Office equipment unnecessarily left on at night.

FIGURE 39. LIGHTING DENSITY AND OPERATING HOURS
DENSITY (W/SF) OPERATING
HOURS

GS-1
GS-3
GS-4
GS-5
GS-6
GS-7
GS-8
GS-9
GS-10
GS-11
GS-12
GS-14
GS-15
S-1
S-9
S-10
S-14
Average Green School
Average Standard School
Green School Savings
vs. Standard Schools

1.27
0.97
1.10
1.04
0.75
1.36
1.05
0.84
1.26
1.34
0.76
1.11
0.79
0.75
1.23
0.99
NA
1.05
0.99
-5.9%

2042
1680
960
3120
2880
2400
1728
2640
2280
1392
2352
3912
2640
2496
2750
1344
1632
2,310
2,056
-19%
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• Other loads (such as circulating pumps) that

might be able to be shut down at night.

This trend is similar on weekends, as shown in
Figure 41. In addition, the actual load at night is
10 kW higher than during the day. Most of this
difference is likely due to external lighting that
turns on at dusk and turns off at dawn.

6.4. ENERGY STAR®
PORTFOLIO MANAGER
To implement the benchmarking analysis, we
used the EPA’s ENERGY STAR® Portfolio
Manager Tool. Portfolio Manager is an energy
management tool that can track and assess energy
and water consumption during selected periods
for an individual building. Based on inputs
(including energy bills, space attributes, general
schedules, square footages and addresses), the
benchmarking tool provides a score to rate the
school in comparison to a national database of
similar buildings.
EPA revised the schools Portfolio Manager
Benchmarking Tool in February 2009, resulting
in substantially higher scores for most schools,

compared with scores generated in July 2008
(Figure 42 on p. 48). Schools must attain a score
of at least 75 to qualify for ENERGY STAR®
recognition. Four green schools and seven
standard schools qualify for ENERGY STAR®
recognition, based on the revised scores.
Although the ENERGY STAR® Portfolio
Manager is a useful tool for looking at energy
performance in a general sense, it is not a precise
model because it is insensitive to changes in
schedules, and other general operations. The
revised model asks the simple question: “Is the
school open on weekends?” In fact, a school may
be open for weekends during a winter basketball
season but not during the summer. Also, the
word “open” may mean that the athletic wing is
in use but that other zones are off and unheated.
Thus, the score is sensitive to a coarse answer that
probably does not fully reflect operations.
We recommend using the ENERGY STAR®
Portfolio Manager for its designed purpose—to
indicate rough performance in comparison to
similar buildings in a national database. However,
the simulation models developed for each green
school are sophisticated tools that can be used
to explore various additional measures for saving
energy.

Figure 40. As-Designed Energy Model and Actual 2006
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Figure 41. As-Designed Energy Model and Actual 2006

FIGURE 41. AS-DESIGNED ENERGY MODEL
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FIGURE 42. ENERGY STAR PORTFOLIO MANAGER
BENCHMARKING SCORES FOR GREEN SCHOOLS AND STANDARD SCHOOLS;
ORGANIZED BY SCHOOL TYPE
SCHOOL

MARCH 2009
ENERGY STAR
SCORE

DATE OF ENERGY SCHOOL GREEN /
STAR "CURRENT
TYPE
STANDARD
READING"

JULY 2008
ENERGY STAR
SCORE

Capuano
William Stanley
Williamstown
Berkshire
Dedham
Holten-Richmond
Melrose Veterans
Ashland
Blackstone
Great Falls/
Turners Falls
Match
Wachusett
Whitman-Hanson
Woburn
Alcott
Ambrose
Brown
Butler
Carroll
Roosevelt
Thoreau
Nissitissit
Normadin
Framingham
Littleton
Medway
Milton
North Andover
Oxford

40
81
73
85
56
52
74
67
69
95

12/31/2007
12/31/2007
9/30/2007
12/31/2007
11/30/2007
12/31/2007
7/31/2008
12/31/2007
12/31/2007
8/31/2007

ES
ES
ES
MS
MS
MS
MS
HS
HS
HS

Green
Green
Green
Green
Green
Green
Green
Green
Green
Green

59
65
75
69
60
48
77
50
47
57

33
79
68
61
51
35
84
82
79
78
47
54
54
83
19
76
74
75
39

12/31/2007
12/31/2007
6/30/2007
12/31/2007
3/31/2008
6/30/2007
6/30/2007
6/30/2007
6/30/2007
6/30/2007
2/29/2008
6/30/2007
6/30/2007
6/30/2007
12/31/2006
6/30/2007
10/31/2007
6/30/2007
12/31/2007

HS
HS
HS
HS
ES
ES
ES
ES
ES
ES
ES
MS
MS
HS
HS
HS
HS
HS
HS

Green
Green
Green
Green
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

12
64
60
45
48
26
58
53
59
60
42
41
65
63
7
60
49
68
16

7.1. USE MODELING AS A TOOL
Computer simulation models predict how various
efficiency options will impact a school’s energy
use, thus helping designers and communities
choose the options best suited to their needs.
The models are also used to assign points for
MA-CHPS verification. Modelers input data
describing all school dimensions, materials, and
equipment. The computer simulation can then
show how the school will react to weather changes
and how much gas and electricity it will use over
time.
7.1.1. Limitations of Modeling
A model cannot predict future energy use with
certainty for several reasons. Most models are:
• Only as accurate as the information that was

input when the model was created. Sometimes
designs change as a school is built and these
changes are not reflected in the original model.

• Based on assumptions about how equipment

is controlled and how it reacts to changing
situations, models are an approximation of
dynamic mechanical systems, subject to user
modification. These modifications can lead
to significant variance between modeling
assumptions and real operations. Focused on
the building envelope and major loads (such as
boilers and lights that are either controlled or
operated under known schedules). Other loads,
such as computers, audio-visual equipment,
and even cafeteria equipment, are rarely
included except as very general assumptions
(e.g., 0.5 W per square foot).

• Based on a long-term weather average (usually

30 years). Actual weather in a given year will
differ substantially from this average and can
cause energy use to vary by 10% or more.

• Based on a single estimate of the school’s

schedule. Actual schedules are dynamic and
complex. For example, the gym may stay
open late on weekends but only during varsity
basketball seasons. Modelers interviewed
during this study acknowledge a difference
between modeled and actual energy use and
they note that the purpose of a model is not
to precisely predict actual energy use. One
modeler suggested applying a multiplier of
1.25 to models to estimate actual energy bills.

7.1.2. Recommendations for
Improving Models
While a model may not be perfect, it can be a very
valuable tool in assessing equipment choices and
setting operational policies. It is recommended
that schools work closely with the architectural or
engineering firm modeling the school to ensure
that the model accurately captures the school’s
operation.
We suggest the following improvements to
particular models:
• Model plug load by including actual classroom

loads and anticipated schedules. Many

ADVICE FOR BUILDING AND OPERATING AN ENERGY-EFFICIENT SCHOOL

T

here are are a variety of actions that
designers and facility operators can take
to increase long-term energy efficiency in
schools. This section recommends and describes
several such actions, based on the results of this
study.
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classrooms that we visited during the study had
a CD/DVD player, projector, and a computer.
• Computer loads can be predicted and should

be added to the model. If the school operates
computer labs, then the PC use and associated
air conditioning load should be captured.

• Insure that the heating system and its controls

are accurately represented in the model. Later,
the model can be used as a commissioning tool
to check that assumed and actual operations
are in agreement. For example if the model
shows that only one of three modular boilers is
needed for a set of weather conditions and the
energy management system shows that all three
are operating, this may indicate a problem
in the boiler control sequence (a common
occurrence in the first year of operation).

7.2. CONTROL PLUG LOADS
“Plug load” refers to equipment operating at 120
Volts that is plugged in after construction of the
building. (Examples include computers, audio
visual equipment, vending machines, and cafeteria
equipment.) These loads can be substantial,
particularly if they are not well controlled. For
example, at $0.15/kWh, a single computer and
monitor can cost $160 per year if left on at night.
In general plug loads can be controlled through
operational controls and/or selective purchasing.
For example:
• Computers: Computers vary widely in the

energy they consume, which is not correlated
with how powerful the computer is. (For
example a Dell Optiplex from several years ago
might idle at 90 watts, while a current model
uses as little as 34 watts.23 ) Some schools leave

23

Korn, David, Plug Loads in Commercial and Public Buildings,
March 2009.

24

See www.energystar.gov/lowcarbonit for more information, tools
and assistance.

25

www.energystar.gov; unpublished work by The Cadmus Group,
Inc.

26

T-5 lights come in the same lengths as conventional fluorescent
lamps but are slimmer. The 5 refers to a diameter of 5 x 1/8 inch
or 5/8”.

a large portion of their computers on 24 hours
per day while others use network controls to
put them to sleep after school. Purchasing
efficient computers and putting them to sleep
can reduce energy costs from $160 to only $25
per year.24
• Vending machines: Many schools visited

have multiple vending machines. While older
models can use nearly 4,000 kWh ($600) per
year, current ENERGY STAR® models can
use as little as 2,100 kWh (or $315 per year),
saving almost $300 each. Setting on-board
software can cut use another 15% or more.25

7.3. CHOOSE EFFICIENT LIGHTING
7.3.1. Lighting Technology
As discussed in the executive summary (Section
1), all of the schools visited use efficient
fluorescent lights that save as much as 30% over
lighting installed as recently as 5 to 10 years ago.
Today the choices are between T-8 lighting and,
in some applications, T-5 lighting.26 Different
combinations of lamps and ballasts can yield
varying costs, efficiencies, lamp lives, and light
levels. We recommend working with lighting
professionals and, if possible, piloting new lighting
systems under consideration in a classroom in
one of your existing schools to make sure that the
lights fit your needs.
For high ceiling areas (gyms, cafeterias,
auditoriums, etc.), green schools may employ any
of the following:
• Metal halide lamps, which are typical round

fixtures with a single large bulb. They are
moderately efficient and give a clear white
light, but they can take several minutes to
warm up once shut off.

• T-8 and T-5 fluorescent lights are set in 4 to 6

lamp fixtures, restart almost instantly, and offer
higher efficiencies than metal halide.

• High-bay compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs)

are combined into round fixtures that look
similar to metal halide except that they contain
multiple lamps in a single fixture.

7.3.2. Lighting Control
Central lighting controls with overrides are
recommended over local passive controls, such as
occupancy sensors. This arrangement gives similar
control to occupants but gives central control and
monitoring capabilities to facility staff.
Occupancy sensors are recommended to harvest
savings during lunchtime and idle periods when
rooms are unoccupied. That said, schools with
a culture focused on energy conservation can
achieve the same savings at lower cost by turning
off lights. We also observed some schools with
occupancy sensors that appeared to be insensitive
to inactivity or were set to long delays so that they
rarely shut lights off during the day.
During the study, we observed many gym lights
left on, even during idle periods. This appears to
be primarily because metal halide lights have a
warm-up period (termed “re-strike”) of several
minutes, which makes them less likely to be
turned off during the day. Varying schedules can
also lead users to leave lights on in the event they
are needed.
Daylight harvesting involves wiring lights so
that the row of lights nearest a window can be
controlled separately. This row of lights typically
is served by dimming ballasts and operated by a
photocell. When the photocell senses that daylight
entering the space is sufficient, the fluorescent
lights are dimmed, saving energy. While this is an
appealing technology, it has problems, several of
which we observed in the green schools.
• In reviewing cost and savings reports submitted

by schools to utilities, day lighting controls had
reported pre-rebate/pre-incentive paybacks of 5
to 132 years. (This presumes the system is fully

operated.)
• In GS-1, we examined every classroom at

3:00 p.m. after students and teachers had
left. When we logged the amount of window
space covered by shades, we found that 60%
of the window area was covered, regardless of
window orientation (the direction the window
faced). During interviews, staff indicated that
because of glare, teachers often pulled down
shades during part or all of the day. While the
electrical draw of the ballasts was not directly
metered, we suspect that daylighting savings
is reduced by these behaviors. We saw similar
situations in other schools that had blinds
drawn.

• Based on discussions with architectural and

engineering firms, school facility managers, and
staff electricians, dimming ballasts are twice the
cost of conventional ballasts and substantially
more difficult to install.

Based on these findings, it is recommended
that lighting designers specify low warm up
time technologies, such as high bay fluorescent
lighting in gym areas. Furthermore, occupancy
sensor controls should be considered as a means
of capturing energy savings during unoccupied
daytime hours and evening hours. Controls based
on day lighting, however, should be considered
carefully before installing to insure that the system
will meet energy savings expectations and not be
defeated by user intervention. Discussion with
teachers and/or pilot cases of this technology
may help to identify any potential issues with the
system in real-world use.

7.4. COMBINE ENERGY-EFFICIENCY
MEASURES
Figure 43 is an actual efficiency measure report
for GS-7. The 11 measures taken together cost
$284,000 and yield a simple payback of 4.7 years.
Depending on the goals of the school committee,
the funding sources available, and the life of
equipment installed, the total cost may be the
most important factor. In other cases, the payback
or rate of return may be more important than the
capital budget.
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Fluorescent lighting, due to its almost immediate
warm up time to full brightness, may allow school
occupants to turn off lighting in areas such as
gymnasiums during normal operating hours
(either manually or through technologies such
as motion sensors). This can result in additional
savings compared with only shutting lighting off
at the end of the night, often many hours after the
building’s normal operations have ended.
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The measures vary greatly in savings delivered,
cost, and payback. If the measures that take
the longest to pay back are removed, the cost
can be dropped to $197,220, and the payback
shortened to 3.8 years. However, the savings-peryear drop by about $9,000. School committees
should evaluate a variety of scenarios and measure
combinations, using agreed cost of capital,
anticipated energy prices, and other consistent
assumptions.

7.5. MEASURE AND THEN MANAGE
7.5.1. Trend Analysis In EMS Systems
Energy management systems (EMSs) can be used
to monitor HVAC equipment, including specifics
such as outdoor air temperature, damper position,
electrical/gas/oil demand and consumption, and
hot water usage. MA-CHPS awards 1 point to
schools that install an EMS.
EMSs in all schools, however, are not being
used to their full potential. In general, they
are not set to gather and hold data, a practice
commonly referred to as “trending.” Because
staffs at many schools appear to have only a basic

FIGURE 43. EFFICIENCY MEASURE EXAMPLES

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

EFFICIENCY MEASURE

TOTAL
INCREMENTAL
COST

SAVINGS
($)/YEAR

% ENERGY
SAVINGS
OVER
BASELINE

AVERAGE
SIMPLE
PAYBACK
(YEARS)

High-Efficiency Domestic
Hot Water Heater
Optimized Lighting System
Occupancy Sensors
Daylighting Controls for
Classrooms and Libraries
VFD Hot Water Pumps
Kitchen Hood Controls
Condensing Boiler (reflects
incremental cost)
Demand Ventilation
Energy Recovery for Gymnasium
High Efficiency Packaged
RTUs
Daylight Harvesting
Controls for Cafeteria,
Gym, and Corridors
Total Incremental Costs:
Total Incremental Costs
w/o 4:
Total Incremental Costs
w/o 2, 5, 9:

$1,500

$156

0.00%

9.6

$57,230
$19,490
$31,540

$7,541
$4,798
$3,109

10.40%
8.90%
4.00%

7.6
4.1
10.1

$5,580
$9,360
$51,000

($158)
2.00%
$19,335 0.30%
$7,708 11.00%

-35.3
0.5
6.6

$42,600
$49,920

$9,633
$6,238

13.80%
10.80%

4.4
8.0

$4,400

$707

0.10%

6.2

$11,640

$1,490

2.80%

7.8

$284,260
$252,720

$60,557 64%
$57,448

4.7
4.4

$197,220

$51,368

3.8

7.5.2. Boiler Return Water as an Important
Predictor of Efficiency
As previously noted, boiler efficiency can
vary greatly with firing rate and return water
temperature. Some advanced boilers have the
ability to link to an EMS through a protocol
BACnet. 27
We recommend that a school (1) consider
monitoring the boiler water temperature or total
BTUs delivered and (2) sub meter the boilers
using a recording gas meter. This would give the
school real-time performance data and help ensure
that additional boiler expenditures are justified.
7.5.3. Daily or Hourly Gas Use
We recommend that a school consider installing
a recording gas meter capable of logging hourly
use. This would allow examination of night and
day use and would allow normalizing of gas use
by heating degree day (HDD). By obtaining
hourly gas usage data, the model can be used as a
simulation tool, and problems can be more easily
diagnosed. For example, a model may predict low
gas use for March—typically a transition month
with lower heating loads—but actual usage might
be much higher. With a monthly bill alone it is
difficult to troubleshoot unusually high usage.
With hourly data, however, the model and usage
data can be compared and might indicate outdoor
air dampers left open at night or insufficient night
setback.
Similarly we recommend installation of electrical
submeters on major loads, such as chillers and
cafeteria equipment.

27

BACnet is a Data Communications Protocol for Building Automation and Control Networks. It is an ASHRAE, ANSI, and ISO
standard protocol.

7.5.4. Temperature Control
We recommend taking full advantage of
temperature control and trending, as many
schools in the area appear to be overheated.
Control errors of only a few degrees can create
discomfort and can increase fuel use by 10% or
more. As previously discussed, average occupied
temperatures in the schools were 72°F (70°F
in the gymnasiums). As an example, Narrative
4 shows the heating policy from Columbia
University. By setting a policy rather than reacting
to individual complaints, uniformity and energy
savings can be achieved. The setting adopted by
Columbia is 2°F lower than the 70°F that most of
the models simulated and 4°F lower than the 72°F
observed in most schools.
Narrative 4. Columbia University Policy for
Heating Season
The heating season generally is from mid-October to
mid-May. In residential spaces New York City has
established the heating season as October 1st through
May 31st. Heat will be provided to maintain
interior temperatures at approximately 68 °F during
normal occupied hours. In implementing this policy,
Facilities seeks to ensure that all heated spaces are
as close to 68 °F as possible. In practical terms, this
means temperatures may be in the 66-72 °F range.
During off-hours, temperatures may be allowed to
drop to as cold as 55 F. A temperature of 68 °F
has been researched by ASHRAE (Standard 55 Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human
Occupancy) to be comfortable for most people (10%
dissatisfaction rate) who are dressed appropriately for
the season. Temperature readings are taken at the
thermostat or desk level.
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understanding of their EMS, we recommend that
(1) all schools include the ability to trend data in
their EMS and (2) data be captured in a way so
that trends in performance and energy use can be
easily identified, particularly any degradation of
performance.
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Findings from this Post-Occupancy Study of Energy
Efficiency prompted further investigation on Energy
Management System (EMS) settings, boiler water
return temperatures, and nighttime electric loads.
At the conclusion of this study additional site visits
were made to a total of six green schools to document
settings and measure temperatures and loads. For each
category of interest, two schools were investigated.
Complete results of this additional work can be found
in the Addendum to this report. A summary of findings
is provided below.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS:
ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM SETTING:
A closer examination of EMS settings at two schools
confirmed initial findings that schools are not utilizing
available energy use trending features as a diagnostic
and energy optimization tool. This investigation also
confirmed winter and summer schedules static, that
is they are not adjusted for actual weather. Potential
for improved control strategies include expanding the
number of facility managers who are knowledgeable
about the EMS and refining control settings based on
occupied hours and outside air temperature.
BOILER WATER RETURN TEMPERATURE:
At two schools boiler water return temperatures were
measured. Results showed that boilers were sending
out hotter water than necessary to heat the school on
warmer days. This indicates that boilers with high rated
efficiencies are not operating at the nameplate rated
efficiency. Schools can optimize control strategies to
monitor boiler return water temperature to ensure that
boiler equipment is operating to the rated efficiency.
EVENING ELECTRIC LOADS:
Energy models, created prior to building construction,
indicated that expected nighttime loads at these schools
would drop significantly after 10:00pm, however,
based on actual interval data from 2007, nighttime
electric loads appeared to be significantly higher than
modeled, expected evening loads. Two schools were
visited between 4:00pm and 11:00pm to assess evening
loads throughout the building. Spot measurements
were taken at each sub panel and panels with high
loads were monitored over a two week period. High
standby loads were found in some kitchen equipment
and some unnecessary hall lights were found to remain
on even during un-occupied hours. Nighttime kitchen
equipment, computers, emergency/safety equipment,
along with stadium and parking lighting add to a
base load at the schools. Some of these loads can be
minimized by shutting down plug loads during evening
hours and using photocells or timers for outdoor
lights. A portion of nighttime loads such as walk-in
refrigerators are necessary, however, these base loads
were not included in the as-designed models.

7.6. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
FUNDING SOURCES
Major sources of funding for energy efficiency
include the base contribution by the MSBA,
rebates and the incentives paid by investor-owned
utilities, including National Grid, NSTAR,
Unitil, and Western Mass Electric, and the
municipal aggregator, Cape Light Compact. In
Figure 44, GS-7’s energy-efficiency report is used
as an example to show the impact of overlapping
funding sources. If all of the expenditures
regarding the energy-efficiency measures were
qualified construction costs and if the utility
paid the school on top of that funding, then the
school would more than fully fund the measures,
and the average simple payback (ASP) would be
immediate (actually negative).
If the school in this example were located outside
the territory of an investor-owned utility, then:
• No utility rebate would be available.
• The payback after MSBA co-funding of

construction would be 2.4 years (slightly less
if the 2% green funding were applied evenly
across all construction).

If instead the 2% were applied to green measures
only, the payback would drop substantially,
although this would depend on how the school
committee chose to allocate the green funding.
7.6.1. Investor-Owned Utilities
Investor-owned utilities in Massachusetts fund
energy-efficient technologies because they are
required to do so and it is built into their rate
recovery. Measures are funded in two ways:
• As a prescriptive measure, where a fixed sum is

paid by equipment replacement (e.g. a lighting
fixture).

• As a custom measure, where a school works

with an account representative to determine
the incentive based on costs and savings.

FIGURE 44. GS-7 SAMPLE EFFICIENCY MEASURES
% ENERGY
SAVINGS SAVINGS
($)/YEAR OVER
BASELINE

ASP WITH
MSBA
ASP
FUNDING
(YEARS)
(50% OF
TOTAL COST)

ASP WITH
MSBA
FUNDING
PLUS 2% CHPS

$1,500

$156

0.00%

9.6

4.8

4.6

10.40%
8.90%
4.00%

7.6
4.1
10.1

3.8
2.0
5.1

3.6
2.0
4.9

High Efficiency Domestic Hot
Water Heater
Optimized Lighting System
Occupancy Sensors
Daylighting Controls for
Classrooms and Libraries
VFD Hot Water Pumps
Kitchen Hood Controls
Condensing Boiler (reflects
incremental cost)
Demand Ventilation
Energy Recovery for Gymnasium
High Efficiency Packaged RTUs
Daylight Harvesting Controls for
Cafeteria, Gym, and Corridors

$57,230
$19,490
$31,540

$7,541
$4,798
$3,109

$5,580
$9,360
$51,000

($158) 2.00%
$19,335 0.30%
$7,708 11.00%

-35.3
0.5
6.6

-17.7
0.2
3.3

-17.0
0.2
3.1

$42,600
$49,920
$4,400
$11,640

$9,633
$6,238
$707
$1,490

4.4
8.0
6.2
7.8

2.2
4.0
3.1
3.9

2.1
3.8
3.0
3.8

TOTAL INCREMENTAL COSTS:

$284,260

$60,557 64%

4.7

2.4

2.3

7.6.2. Massachusetts School Building
Authority (MSBA)
The amount of school construction costs funded
by MSBA varies, as it depends both on overall
funding availability and on the financial situation
of a municipality. Under the current Green
Schools Program, schools can earn an additional
1.5% to 2% of allowed construction costs, based
on the points they earn under the MA-CHPS
scorecard.
7.6.3. Future Savings Guaranteed
Energy-efficiency measures deliver a stream of
savings into the future for the useful life of the
measure. Savings can increase in real terms if
energy prices rise faster than inflation and can
decrease if energy prices drop, or if a measure does
not operate as designed or anticipated.
Another important factor is interaction between
measures, particularly between fuel types.
• High-efficiency lighting in GS-5 is predicted

to deliver $47,000 in annual savings. These
savings will decrease by 15%, due to reduced

13.80%
10.80%
0.10%
2.80%

overall run-time, if occupancy sensors are also
installed. The savings from the technology
change then reduces to $41,000, per year.
• The lighting technology change that results

in savings of $41,000 reduces electricity use
by 374,000 kWh/yr. Because electricity use
converts to heat, during the heating season,
this reduced use must be compensated for with
increased use of gas. If a school increases its gas
consumption to compensate for even one half
of the heat reduction, this will result in $6,400
of increased gas use.

• Considering the interactions described above,

the net savings from improved lighting
technology is about $35,000, which is far less
than the $47,000 estimated by considering the
lighting technology alone.

We recommend that the models developed for
the schools fully integrate interaction between
measures and shifting of loads between fuel types.
While models are not exact depictions of schools
(as previously discussed), they are excellent tools
for examining the impact of various changes
including conservation measures.
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G

reen schools are designed to provide
healthy and productive learning
environments while conserving energy
and utilizing renewable resources. Green
schools are therefore built to satisfy multiple
goals, however at the writing of this report,
few data were available to predict the actual
energy performance of the pilot green schools in
Massachusetts. This study attempts to illustrate
how much energy green schools use and how
much they save.

• Green schools use approximately 10% less total

site energy than the median of the standard
schools and approximately 15% less than the
average of standard schools.

• The median fuel use for green schools is

approximately 19% less than the median of the
standard schools and approximately 30% less
than the bottom quartile of standard schools.

• Green schools use about 3% more electricity

than the median use of standard schools. This
is a small difference that may not be statistically
significant given the number of schools
reviewed. It also appears that the greater
electricity use arises from longer operating
hours for lights. It is noteworthy, however that
green schools do not use less electricity than
standard schools.

• Recently constructed standard schools in

Massachusetts appear to be relatively efficient
based on achieving high benchmarks using the
EPA Portfolio Manager tool, and based on site
visits that identified efficient lighting systems in
all of the standard schools visited and efficient
boilers in most of those schools.

CONCLUSION

Determining the energy savings offered by green
schools is not straightforward. Schools under the
Green Schools Initiative (GSI) were qualified
by the difference between a computer-generated
energy usage model of the school as designed, and
a similar computer model that simulates the same
school built to satisfy the state’s energy code. The
as-designed models and actual energy bills are not
expected to match, however, because the model
represents most but not all of the schools’ energy
use and because models are approximations of
reality. Comparing green schools to standard
schools built during the same period is useful;
however, most standard schools have efficient
lighting similar to green schools, and many have
heating systems as efficient as those of green
schools. Nevertheless green schools incorporate
efficient and in some cases innovative equipment.
They save energy compared with standard schools,
primarily by using less energy to heat. The bullets
below summarize how the green schools compare
with the standard schools reviewed:

• Green schools have energy intensities similar

to LEED silver schools evaluated in a previous
study.

There are many variables that influence energy
savings, however the majority of the fuel savings
arise from a school’s boiler control system
correctly matching the operation of the boilers
to the load of the building. While green schools
delivered significant boiler-related savings
over standard schools, there is still room for
improvement. Boiler metering in two schools
showed boiler temperatures were not well
controlled, resulting in lost savings.
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As for the electricity use, the fact that green
schools use more than standard schools may
be because there is little difference in lighting
systems between green and standard schools.
Electrical savings can be achieved in the future by
controlling lighting schedules and by installing
advanced T-8 and T-5 technologies.
When comparing green school actual energy use
to the modeled energy use we find that:
• Green schools use 19% less heating fuel than a

energy code-model; these are desirable savings
but less than the 31% predicted.

• Green schools use 10% less electricity than

CONCLUSION

the simulation code-model, but that is still
12% more than the predicted electricity usage.
Standard schools reviewed in the study use
less electricity than the green schools as noted
above.

The difference in modeled energy use and actual
energy use is, in part, because simulation models
are not fully representative of how the schools
are actually built and operated. However, the
difference also reflects operational waste. It
appears that there are additional savings available
through better operation and control of installed
equipment.
Both standard and green schools are striving to
reduce annual energy use by taking advantage
of utility rebate programs and installing efficient
equipment where possible. It is clear that standard
schools are addressing large electricity loads by
installing efficient lighting, which has made
the annual electricity usage between green and
standard schools fairly comparable.
Regardless of equipment, there are a number
of measures and control strategies that can be
implemented throughout all schools—green
and standard—to improve the operation of the
installed equipment.
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• Obtain detailed operational data. One

limitation in assessing the detailed operation
of schools is the lack of data capture by the
schools’ energy management systems (EMS).
Adding this capability and refining models to
assess the energy consumption patterns, and
energy saving performance of schools and can
help increase the efficiency of schools built in
the future.

• Optimize boiler controls. The efficiency of

modular and condensing boilers is dependent
on low boiler temperatures. Control systems
should be set to take maximum advantage of
condensing during milder days in the fall and
spring.

• Obtain detailed electricity data. Utility

interval data is available from utility companies
by special request. Accessing this information
can provide insight on active loads during
unoccupied hours. EMS trending logs can
similarly provide school staff with information
about system operations that may have room
for improvement.

• Control plug load. In general, there are

opportunities for electrical savings through
control of computer equipment and
vending machines. There may be additional
opportunities through purchasing efficient
equipment for use in offices and kitchens.

• Upgrade lighting. There are additional

lighting opportunities through installation
of advanced fluorescent lighting systems in
classrooms and high ceiling areas. Controlling
these lights to turn them off when not needed
is even more important. For example, lights
can be switched on by classroom or wing for
after-hours cleaning leaving the remainder
off. In addition, some savings claimed by
daylight harvesting may be limited by occupant
behavior.

• Control heating and cooling temperatures,

and use appropriate heating temperature
setbacks. Maintaining efficient, yet
comfortable, room temperatures (for example
heating to between 68 and 70°F) can have
a large impact on fuel savings. Setting
temperatures back at night can achieve more
savings during the heating season.

• Make models part of continuous

commissioning. Rather than a single use
tool, the simulation models developed to
qualify green schools can be used to examine
operations and in conjunction with the EMS
can be used to diagnose problems and waste.

• Require that facility managers and staff

CONCLUSION

be thoroughly trained in the operation of
all equipment and monitoring methods.
Although an evaluation of training is not part
of the scope of this study, the importance of
the topic warrants its inclusion here. Ongoing,
rigorous training is critical to assisting the
facility management team to correctly operate
and monitor systems and employ appropriate
measures when an issue is identified. For
example, one site operator reported that he
knows the potential of trending but does not
know how to begin. This operator would
clearly benefit from instruction on how to do
trending.

Green schools offer a variety of benefits that
improve the learning environment, however
energy efficiency offers the most demonstrable
cost benefit. The funding offered by the MSBA,
by investor owned utilities, and by the energy
savings themselves can help school districts obtain
educational benefits and achieve savings. While
some of the savings seen in the green schools may
be less than originally anticipated, this is in part
due to the relative high efficiency of standard
schools in Massachusetts. As outlined in this
report, there are additional savings available for
all schools through better control of lighting,
heating systems, and plug loads, and through
increased use of EMSs. Green schools offer the
additional tool of a computer model that can be
used to evaluate energy use and inform future
operations. School systems can achieve savings
by focusing not only on how they design schools
but also in how they operate them. Designers can
play a part by ensuring that their designs are both
implementable and operable in the long run.
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As-Designed Model – A model representing
the energy performance of the building as it is
designed by the architecture and engineering
teams. It reflects the information given to a
modeling team at the time the model is created.
British thermal unit (BTU) – A standard unit for
measuring the quantity of heat (energy) needed
to raise the temperature of 1 pound of water
by 1 degree Fahrenheit at or near 39.2 °F. It is
approximately the same amount of energy released
by a large wooden match. A therm of gas contains
100,000 BTUs.

Condensing Boiler – This type of efficient boiler
removes nearly all heat from its flue gases causing
moisture to condense out. Because the condensing
moisture can be very acidic the boiler must be
specially designed to operate in the condensing
mode.
Energy Management System – A control system
capable of monitoring environmental and system
loads and adjusting building systems such as
HVAC operations.
Fuel – Throughout this report, fuel refers to the
source of heat within a building, namely natural
gas or oil. For the purposes of this study, fuel use
does not include electricity.
Green School – A commonly accepted definition
of a green school is one that is built to achieve
energy efficiency, excellent indoor environmental
quality, and a reduction in site impacts. In this
study, just one aspect of green design, energy

efficiency, was analyzed; other green qualities
such as acoustics, ventilation, use of low VOC
products, and site enhancements, were not
evaluated.
Heating Degree Days (HDD) – The sum of the
number of degrees per day that the daily average
temperature (the mean of the maximum and
minimum recorded temperatures) is below a
base temperature, usually 65 °F, unless otherwise
specified. Heating Degree Days are used in
assessing energy used for heating.
Kilowatt hour – The amount of energy used in
one hour by a 1,000 watt load. A 1000 watt hair
dryer operated for one hour would use about 1
kilowatt hour or 1 kWh.
MBTU – Million British thermal units. MBTU
is a measure of energy consumption. BTU is a
standard unit for measuring the quantity of heat
needed to raise the temperature of 1 pound of
water by 1 degree Fahrenheit.

TERMINOLOGY

Code Model – A model representing the energy
performance of the building, assuming it has been
designed to just meet the minimum requirements
of the Massachusetts energy code. The 6th edition
of the energy code has been in place since July
1, 2001 and was applicable for most of the green
schools during the GSI Pilot Phase. This code
includes elements from ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA
Standard 90.1-1999 and the 2000 International
Energy Conservation Code (IECC), as well as
several requirements unique to Massachusetts.

Metal Halide Lighting – This lighting technology
is commonly used in high ceiling applications and
in outdoor sports lighting. In past years, it was the
energy efficient replacement for mercury vapor
lights. The primary disadvantage of metal halide
lighting is that it can take several minutes to fully
light thus discouraging users from shutting it off.
MSBA – Massachusetts School Building
Authority
MRET – Massachusetts Renewable Energy Trust
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MWRA – Massachusetts Water Resource
Authority
Site Energy – The energy consumed at a building
location or other end-use site.
Source Energy – The total amount of raw fuel
that is burned to create heat and electricity
to operate a building. This total includes all
transmission, delivery, and production losses. See
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=evaluate_
performance.bus_benchmark_comm_bldgs for
more information.

TERMINOLOGY

Standard School – A school constructed during
the same period as the green schools that did not
receive green-school-related funding from MRET
or green schools incentives from the MSBA.
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T-5 Lighting –A term for a narrow-diameter
fluorescent light tube roughly 5/8” in diameter.
Often used in gyms, T-5 is a designation for the
diameter of a tubular bulb in eighths of an inch;
T-12 is twelve eighths of an inch, or 1 1/2 inches;
T-8 is 1 inch, and so on.
T-8 Lighting – Introduced in the United States
in 1981, the 32-watt T-8 lamp is the standard for
new construction and is a popular replacement
for 34-watt T-12 lamps. T-8 lamps are 1 inch in
diameter.
Therm – This is a unit of heating content of
natural gas. It is equivalent to 100,000 BTUs.
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